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Small-Business Expert
tute, a nonprofit agency that pro
moted innovation insmall business
es and fostered relationships

Milton D. Stewart, 82, a well- between those firms and universi
known advocate for small business- ties, large companies and the gov-
esinWashingtonwho was known as ernment, '
"Mr. Small Business," died ofpneu- Born inBrooklyn, N.Y.; Mr. Stew-
monia Nov. 5 at St.Luke's Hospital . art received a bachelor's degree MOton D.Stewart became known as
inPhoenix. .~', from New York University and a ". "Mr'-Small Business" for.his

Mr. Stewart was appointed in master's degree in journalism from longstanding advocacy efforts.
1978 byPresident Jinuny Carter as Columbia University in1945. Here-
the government's first chiefadvo- ceived a law degree from George ness Association. In addition toed-
cate fof smallbusiness, He orga- WashingtOn University in W52. iting Inc. magazine in the early
nized threeWhite House conferenc- During World War TI; he-worked 1980s, he was a radio Commentator .
es on small business; in1980, 1986 in the Office ofWar Information in onbusiness. He served onColumbia
and1995. Hiscareer tookhimfrom Washington, then served as re- University's Graduate Faculty of
Wall Streetto the editorship ofInc. search director for the U.S. Com- Public Law and was an assistant
magazine, to academic posts andin·· mission on Civil Rights, which pro- professor at theNew School for So- .
to the)Vhite House andthe halls of duced a 1948 report titled "To cia! Research. '
Congr~ss. '- ',' Secure These Rights." The report Mr. Stewart's nomination to the

As 'the Small Business Associa- defined the nation's civil rights SBA job rap. intocriticisrn after it
tion'schief counsel foradvocacy, he agenda for the nextgenerationand was shownthatin 1974 he signed a
championed small solar firms; in· - proposed, anti·lynching and .anti- consent decree with the Securities
dependent gas,stations andpatent- 'poll-tax laws,aS well as strength- andExchange Commlssion.and was
seeking, ,inventors and' ,argued ening the civil rightsdivision,of the suspended from investment activo
.against governmentregulation, . DepartmentofJustice. . ities for. 60 days. for violating SEC

In 1980, when a studyfound that Mr. Stewart thenserved asanad- rules. The incident involved wheth-
time-consuming, duplicative but le- ministrative assistant to U.S. Rep. ' er he adequately advised sharehold
gaily required government forms Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr..(D-N.Y.), ers of therisks involved in an affili.
cost the nation's 10 million small an analyst in the Bureau of the ated firm's building 'lease. His
businesses $1~.7 billion a year, Mr. Budget, a special counsel to New nomination, however, wassupport
Stewart appeared at a Senate hear- York Gov. Averill Harriman and edby125organizations andindivid
ingtourgecongressional,action. .general counsel to the New York uals, including allthe former heads
, , "Much ofthesenseofbeing over- State Thruway Auth¢rity. He also oftheSBA.
whelmed by paperwork that small worked in the private banking divi- , He moved from Washington to
business feels comes from theseem- sion of a New York investment Phoenix in 1981.
ing unpredictability, aimlessness banking finn iiithemid·1950s. . Hismarriage toDorothyStewart
and lack ofapparent control of the, ", He wasa partnerin a Wall Street ended indivorce. ,' .

. paperwork flood," he said. "This is law finn from 1961 to 1965, when Survivors include his wife of 24
where the psychological crunch on hebecame presidentof twoventure years, Joan GravesStewartofPhoe
the entrepreneuria1 manager is capital companies that later would nix; two daughters from the first
greatest-«the sense that he does ' playapart in hisnomination forthe ' marriage, Ricky Perkins ofLancas
notknow what willhithimfrom the SBAjob.' ter, Calif., and Abigail Stewart of
government inthenextmail" He served a year each as presi- .Ann Arbor, Mich.; a son from his '

Heheld thegovernment jobuntil dent of the National Association of first marriage, David Stewart of
, 1981, when he formed the Small Small Business Investment Compa- Garrett Park; eight grandchildren; ,
Business High Technology Insti- nies and the National Small Busi-: andfour great-grandchildren.
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Technology Transfer

A Review for Biomedical Researchers

Robert Kneller!

Department of Intellectual Property, Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology, University ofTokyo, Tokyo
153-8904, Japan

ABSTRACT

Why is technology transfer important for cancer and other biomedical researchers? What do biomedical
researchers need to know about technology transfer? This report will address these questions in the context
of the United States technology transfer system, which is now ~20 years old. To accomplish this goal, this
report first summarizes the importance of technology transfer and the role of intellectual property rights.
Then it describes the sequential steps in technology transfer from universities to industry. Next, it describes
technology transfer from the NUl intramural laboratories and other federal laboratories to industry. Finally, it
describes unique aspects of technology transfer involving clinical trials. URL citations to the latest federal
guidelines and regulations governing technology transfer are provided. Where appropriate, comparisons will
be made with technology transfer systems in other countries. I hope that this step-by-step description of the
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thus increase the likelihood that their discoveries will be successfully commercialized. I also hope that this
report will assist such researchers to understand the policy and institutional considerations that underlie
current debates concerning technology transfer.,
Introduction

Technology transfer is the mechanism by which societies try to ensure that publicly funded research
discoveries are transferred to companies so that they can be developed and commercialized as products that

benefit the public. Approximately one-third of all R&IY- and one-third of all biomedical R&D in the United
States and most Western European countries is funded by govemment Q., l, I!..In the case ofmedical
research in United States academic institutions, ~60% is funded by government ill. Thus society, academic
institutions, and publicly supported biomedical researchers all ought to have an interest in the effective
development ofpublicly supported discoveries. However, most governments that support scientific research
cannot commercialize research discoveries. The private sector can. But there must be an effective system to
transfer information to industry, and there must be incentives for industry to develop and commercialize
discoveries originating in academic laboratories.

For most pharmaceutical and many diagnostic-related academic discoveries, patent protection is essential to
encourage their development by companies. From discovery to marketability, much costly development
work is needed. Only 1 in every 250 drugs that enter preclinical testing is approved by the FDA, and the cost

of developing each new drug is $350-$500 million after factoring in the cost offailures ill ).However, once
marketing approval is obtained, it is often easy to copy and manufacture the chemical entity at the core of
most pharmaceutical and many diagnostic inventions. IP rights, primarily patents, confer the legal right to
prevent or stop such copying or to require fair compensation. This right is crucial to most academic-based
bioventure companies. Most such companies have no sales income. The only resources they have to attract
development funding are their researchers and IP. Without strong IP protection, most bioventures could not
obtain funding. Therefore, one of the main focuses of this report will be the role ofIP rights in technology
transfer.

Of course, technology transfer can occur by publication of information, transfers ofpersonnel, and other
avenues. However, technology transfer ofbiomedical technologies to companies with the expectation that
the recipients will actively exploit or develop the technology and share benefits with the academic inventors
usually occurs under one of the following three types of arrangements: (a) licenses or assignments of
preexisting technologies; (b) collaborative or sponsored research agreements to develop new information or
technologies; and (c) formation ofstart-up companies, usually financed largely by private venture capital
Taken together, these methods constitute the technology transfer "system" between publicly supported
research institutions and industry.

Technology transfer under any of these three types ofarrangements usually involves the transfer of IP rights,
although sometimes corporate sponsors of research ask only for information. Transfers ofIP rights involve
either licenses or assignment (i.e., complete sale or transfer) ofIP rights. Therefore understanding how IP
rights are acquired and transferred is key to understanding any technology transfer system.

The United States Technology Transfer System: Part 1. Universities

Scope of Technology Transfer Past and Present.
In the United States prior to 1980, there was no uniform policy regarding IP rights to university discoveries
made with United States Government support. Procedures differed according to the laws or policies of each

5/112005 3:05 PM
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funding agencywaivedits rights ill. Agencies tendedto license discoveries on a nonexclusive basis. In
1980, fewer than 250 patentswere issued to universities per year ill ,onlya fractionof whichwere for
inventions made with Government support.

However,between 1969 and 1974, universities did manage to holdor obtaintitle to 329 inventions
generatedunder research support from the DREW. During this period, the universities negotiated78
exclusivelicensesand 44 nonexclusive licensesfor these inventions. The patent counselfor DREW noted
that there was increasing pressure from the pharmaceutical industryto licenseuniversity inventions made
withDREW support, and severalUnited States universities were workingout Institutional Patent
Agreements with the DREW under which the DREW would more or less automatically grant the
universities ownership over these inventions so that they couldbe licensedto private companies ~ ,..§} .

Today, the situation is dramatically different. In 1998, the 158United States universities, researchinstitutes,
and researchhospitals responding to the annualsurveyof the Association of University Technology
Managers received 10,520invention disclosures, filed 4,596 new United States patent applications, received
3,088 United States patents, issued 3,394 licensesor licenseoptions for a total of 6,834 incomeearning
licenses,received$726 million in license income, receivedover $2.18billionfrom industryfor sponsored
research and formed 305 start-up companies for a total of ~2,400 start-ups formed since 1980,~70% of

whichremainoperational ill .Probablythe majority ofthis activity is biomedical re1ated.:1:

The respondents to the Association of University Technology Managers surveyidentified 385 products
based on their inventions that were frrstmade commercially available in 1998. Just a few examplesof such
products commercialized in previousyears includehepatitisB vaccineand a methodof usingyeast to
produceIFN from the University of Washington, phycobiliproteins developed at Stanfordto detect tumors,
cisplatin developed at MichiganState University, a nicotine patch developed at UCLA, a methoddeveloped
by a Florida State chemist to synthesize paclitaxel and thus conservePacificYew trees, and Panretinfrom
the SalkInstituteto treat Kaposi's sarcoma and Targretjnto treat lymphoma Q J..Q}.

This tremendousgrowth in technology transfer activities by United States universities and academic medical
centershas been attributedto two factors: (a) the growthof new biomedical technologies, which increased
incentives for companies to cooperate with universities where the new fundamental discoveries were being
made, and therebyimpelleduniversities to work out mechanisms to ensure development of these
discoveries; and (b) reformsof United States technology transfer lawsthat reduced administrative barriers
and increasedincentives for universities to take an activerole to managetheir technologies and ensure their
effective commercialization (2l .

Legal Basis of the Present System.
The legalbasis of university-industry technology transfer is set forth in 1980 amendments to United States
PatentLaw (public Law 96-517 codified as 35 USC sections200-212) and regulations issued in 1987
implementing these amendments (37 CPR section401). The PatentLaw amendments are knownas the
"Bayh-Dole Act" after the sponsorsof the Senatebill, and the regulations are knownas the Bayh-Dole
Regulations. The Bayh-DoleAct and Regulations allowuniversities to claimworldwidepatent rightson
inventions made under United States Govemmentgrants and contracts. The Regulations also require
universities to establishprocedures to ensure that university employees informtheir universities of such
inventions soon after they are made and of anypublic disclosures or sales ofsuch inventions. Furthermore,
they require universities to report such information to the Government funding agenciesand to informthe
agencieswhetherthe universities will elect title to such inventions (i.e., applyfor United States and foreign
patents in a timelymanner). Ifa university choosesnot to file for patents, it must so informthe funding
agency, which then has 60 days to request in writingthat the university transfer title to the funding agency.

51112005 3:05 PM
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Granteesare encouragedto use the system,named "Edison," and >120 institutions are authorized users.
Approximately 3--4% of NIH grants result in invention reports, and >75 new inventions are reportedto the
systemper week. As of December 1997, the institutions with the highestnumber of invention reports using
Edison were ScrippsResearchInstitute(n = 1221),University of California (n = 635), University of
Wisconsin Madison (n =433), Stanford(n =409), and Harvard (n = 365) (communication from the NIH

Officeof ExtramuralResearch).2
7

The Bayh-Dole Act and Regulations do not require inventors to assigntheir inventions to their universities. vi' "
However, beginning in the 1930s and following the exampleof MassachusettsInstituteof Technology and
private industry, many universities began to require such assignment ill}. By the year 2000, the incentives
that the Bayh-Dolelaws gave universities to manage their inventions and the strict Bayh-Dole reporting
requirements had lead almostall majorUnited States universities to require assignment of employee
inventions, at least when the inventions arise in part under Government funding. (The University of
Wisconsin requires assignment onlyofinventions made with Government funds. Case Western does not
require assignment from graduate students who are not federally supported.)

Someuniversities require employees and graduate students to assignto the university prospectively and in
writing anyinventions related to their university work Others(fur example,Texas A&M) simplystate that
facultymust report all inventions to the university and, upon request, execute a formal assignment document.

The Bayh-DoleAct permits funding agencies to grant inventors' requests to retaintitle,providedthe
universities have waivedelection of title. However, ifuniversities believean invention is valuable, they will
usually elect title, applyfor patents, and then licenserights exclusively back to the inventors. This is the
procedureusuallyfollowed in the case of inventors whoobtainventure capitalto form venture companies to
develop their discoveries. However, a number of universities, amongthem Stanfordand the University of
California, have been supportiveof employees who wish to retaintitle to their inventions, providedtheyhave
realisticplans to ensure development.

Most universities also assert ownership overnonpatentable materials created by their employees and
recordedinformation generatedby their employees. Whether universities can assert ownership over
copyrightable works (particularly software)or tacit knowledge are issues of current debatebut beyondthe
scope of this reportilll .

Although the Bayh-Dole Act appliesonlyto inventions made withUnited States Government funding, such

inventions accountfor a significant proportionof all university inventions.S Therefore, the procedures set
forth in the Bayh-Dole Regulations have influenced the way universities manage technology, regardlessof
the source of funding. The Regulations have becomethe "operating manual" for technology transfer officials
in United States universities. Theyhave encourageduniversities to assert controlover all their technologies
and to ensure that discoveries are transferredto companies that will effectively develop and cornmercialize
them. Theyhave prompted the creationof technology development officesor TLOs, whichhave become the
focalpoint of university technology transfer activities.

Deciding Whether and How to Commercialize.
Technology transferbegins with individual researchers,with their discoveries and their reportingof such
discoveries to their universities' TLOs. Universities typically requirethe reportingof any discoveries that
researchersthink rnightbe patentableor mighthave commercial applications. OnceTLOs receiveinvention
reports, they must determine whethera discovery has commercial potential and, ifso, how best to ensure its
development. This usually requires consideration of the following factors:
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noncommercial researchor as an observation that shouldsimplybe published? Discoveries that have only

noncommercial researchuse are usually transferredusingMTAs.1

(b) Ifa discovery has commercial potential, is significant additional investment(research, development,
obtaining regulatory approval, marketing, and other considerations) needed to commercialize it?If so, patent
protectionand an exclusivelicenseof these patent rights are likely necessaryto attract such investment, at
least in the case of most pharmaceutical and many medicaldiagnostic discoveries.

However, TLOs may patent inventions that do not need significant additional investment and then license
such inventions nonexclusively to (i) provide a royalty streamto the university; (ii) ensure recognition of the
university'S contribution; (iii) monitoruse of the invention; and (iv)try to ensure that the university shares in
rights to derivative inventions or at least is kept appraisedof improvements made to the original invention.

(c) What is the anticipated commercial value of the discovery? Stanford's Officeof Tecbnology Licensing
generally will not patent or license inventions that willnot be able to generateat least $100,000per year in

alti . 8roy ties at some pomt.-

(d) Is there a company that is alreadyinterestedin the invention and capableof developing it? Advicefrom
the inventors can be very helpfulin this regard. In the case of inventions arisingunder sponsoredresearch
agreements, the sponsoring companywill usuallybecomethe licenseeifthe invention has commercial value.

(e) Are patent rightsobtainable? The basic requirements for obtaining a patent under most national patent
systems are that the invention be novel, useful (or have "industrial utility"), and non-obvious (or "embody an
inventive step"). In addition, United States patent law requires that the description of the invention in the
patent application be sufficient to "enableanyperson skilledin the art to make and use the invention" (35
USC 101-103, 112). A detailedanalysis of these requirements is beyondthe scope of this article. However,
severalpoints are germaneto academicbiomedical inventors.

First, publication of researchresults prior to filing a patent application, whetherby presentation at a
conference open to the public or outsidepersons, publication in a journa1, postingon the intemet, and so
forth, destroys the noveltyrequirementfor an invention based upon the disclosed information. Even
submission in a grant application of information that allowsa person skilledin the art to duplicate the
invention can constitute publication, ifthe grant application is obtainable under the Freedom of Information
Act il.§} . The United States has a 12-monthgrace period withinwhichinventors can file for patents that
have been publishedas describedabove. Japan has a 6-monthgrace period. But European countries have no
grace period;therefore, anypublication destroys the ability to obtainpatentprotectionin a European country.
Thus, inventors should report their inventions so that their TLOs have enoughlead time to determine
whetherto file a patent application and to prepare an application. Once a patent application is filed in any
countrythat is a party to the 1967Paris Convention for Protectionof IndustrialProperty (this includes all
major industrial countries), publication no longerrisks undermining the noveltyrequirement, so long as
patents are pursued in other countries in a timelymanner [see (h) below].

Second,the requirements for patentability for a drug-related invention are often satisfiedmanyyears before
the regulatory requirements of safetyand efficacy are met and a product canbe marketed. In the case of
pharmaceuticals, the precise type of experimental data necessaryto satisfythe utility and enablement
requirements varies according to the mode of actionof the new compoundand the type of diseaseit treats. In
general,however, the USPTO has moved away from requiring in vivo data Therefore, patent protectionis
the principal mechanism that permits earlypublication whilepreservingincentives to invest in the risky
development of early-stage discoveries.
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"enab1ement," particularly in the contextof partialgenetic sequencesthat are submittedto support a patent
claimto the corresponding completegenes or to proteinscoded for by the genes, or when the function of a
gene can onlybe inferredfrom similarity with other genes (sometimes from nonhuman organisms), the
functions of whichare known. In December 1999, the USPTO issued guidelines imposingstricter standards
to meet the utility and enab1ement requirements, but uncertainty remains concerning patentability in the

abovecontexts (see Federal Register: 21 Dec. 1999).2

if) How long will it take to obtainpatent protection? Currently, United States patents issue 2-3 years after
filing, on average. In cases where technology is changing rapidly and there is immediate demandfor new
discoveries, for examplesoftwareor biological probes and reagents (oftenclassified as "researchtools"), it
may be better from a scientific and financial perspectivesimplyto licensesuch inventions withoutapplying
for patentprotection. Even withoutpatent protection, such researchtoolsoften are valuable, because they
save other laboratories the time and expense of makingthem themselves. NllI has developedstreamlined

proceduresto allowTLOs to licensenonpatentedinventions made with NllI funds. 10 NllI's policybehind
these procedures is to ensure that the nonprofitresearch community will have access to such tools. Thus,
NllI usually requires that TLOs agree either to licensenonpatented research tools nonexclusively or to
licensethem exclusively to a companythat will then undertaketo make them widelyavailable at reasonable
cost.

(g) How much time does a TLO have before it must make a patentingdecision? Usuallythis dependsupon
when disclosures will occur that mightjeopardizepatentability. Ifdisclosures are not imminent, patenting
may be deferred untilthe technology canbe developedmore or a prospectivelicenseecan be found. As a
generalprinciple, freedomto publish is paramount, and ifa choicemust be made betweenpublication and
securingpatentprotection, the inventor makes the choiceill .

_(h) How much will patent protectioncost and what are the TLO's resources?A United StatesTLO spends
on average$10,000 to obtaina United States patent. Approximately 90% of this cost is attorneys' fees.
Costs in Japan and Europe for domestic inventors are similar. Unless the invention arose under a sponsored
research agreementor a licenseeis waitingin the wings, TLOs with lower revenuesmust oftenmake
patentingdecisions based upon uncertainestimatesof future commercial value. Relatively few universities
have TLOs whose licenseincomesubstantially exceeds expenditures ill} . Many universities, e.g., Case
Western,Texas A&M, and the University of Maryland, defray some of the patentingor personnel expenses
of their TLOs. Some of these have becomeprofitable after 5 or 10 years of operation, suggestingthat
strategiclong-terminvestments in patentprotectionand marketing can payoff. Conversations with
representatives of severalTLOs suggest that if25-50% of inventions for whichpatents are applied
ultimately are licensed, this is consistent with an appropriate level of patentingof invention disclosures.

A "provisional" application can be filed simplyby submittingto the USPTO the names of the invention and
the inventors, the $75 provisional application fee for not-for-profit institutions, and the manuscriptor other
documenton whichthe invention is based. No claimsare necessary (37 CFR 1.51). (A normalpatent
application consistsprincipally of the "specifications," whichdescribethe invention, and one or more claims
that state concisely and preciselythe type and scope of the patent protectionthat is sought.)Unless a
provisional application is convertedintoa normalUnited States or PCT application within 1 year, it is
consideredabandoned. A provisional application is not examined. Its purpose is to provide an inexpensive,
simple, fast way of establishing a filing prioritydate. In other words, ifthe inventor or anotherresearcher
publishesin print or at a conference the findings that are describedin the provisional application, the inventor
can still go on to make a full application for non-United States as well as United States patents. Also, ifa
competitor makes a similarinvention after the filing date of the provisional application, the inventorwill have
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application before the inventor does. Thus, provisional applications are useful for universities with meager
patentingbudgets as a way of buyingtime to furtherdevelopan invention and to find a licensee. However,
the valueof a patent depends greatlyupon the breadth and clarityof its claimsand the extentto whichthe
body of the patent (i.e., the specifications) supports such claims. Otherwise, the scopeof patent protection
maybe unclear or narrow, allowing competitors to design aroundthe patent. Therefore, simplysubmittinga
manuscriptwith no claimsor hastilydrafted claimsas a provisional application leaves open the door for
competitors to submit well-drafted completeapplications that claimmanyof the potentialcommercial uses
that the provisional application did not clearlyspellout. This is particularly likely if the first inventor
discloses his discoveries soon after filing the provisional, so that rivals have an opportunity to submit
well-drafted applications that design aroundthe disclosed information or that claiminventions that the first
inventor couldhave anticipated but did not claimin the provisional application.

Obtaining foreignpatent protectionincreasescosts substantially. Fortunately, the decision of whetherto
obtain foreignpatent protectioncan be made in stages. The first stage in obtaining such protectionis the
filing of a PCT application in one of three designated"receiving offices," the USPTO, the EuropeanPatent
Office, or the JapanesePatent Office. This must occur within 1 year of the initial patent application Eighteen
months after the initial patent application, the PCT receiving officepublishesthe PCT application. (Note that
ifa United Statespatent applicanthas no intention to file a foreignpatent application, the United States
patent application is not publisheduntilthe United States patent is issued, thus keepinga veil of secrecyover
the invention that is unique in the world) Approximately 28 months after the initial application, the PCT
receiving officeissues a nonbinding opinionon the patentability of the invention. However, the real value of
the PCT process is that it delays until 30 months after theinitialapplication the time at whichapplications
must be made in the individual patent officesof foreigncountries. This final "national stage" is expensive
because of translation costs, foreignpatent attorneys' fees, and the application fees of individual patent
offices. A United States applicant needs about $50,000 to obtaina Japanesepatent and a similaramountto
obtainpatents in the majorEuropeancountries. Japanese andEuropean applicants face similarly high costs
to obtainforeignpatent protection. Even Stanford's TLO, whichhas one of the highest revenuesof any
TLO, seldomseeks foreignpatent protection.

Thus, decisions on whether and how to develop inventions submittedto TLOs often involve complex
considerations. TLOs must assess the technical merits of an invention and whetherit is patentable, and they
must try to find a licensee. Close communication with the inventors is vital to success. The staff of a TLO in
a majorresearchuniversity typically has expertise in marketing, licensing, and various areas of scienceand
engineering. In the case of a decision to applyfor a patent, the patent prosecutionwork is usuallycontracted
to privatepatent law firms. The StanfordTLO has no attorneys on its entirestaff of 27 persons, whereas

MassachusettsInstituteof Technology has only 1 amongits entirestaffof 28.D.

The experiences of technology transfer organizations that are remote from inventors, such as Research
Corporation Technologies, BTG (formerly British Technology Group), the technology transferofficefor the
variousMax Planck institutes, and the Japan Scienceand Technology Corporation (JST) suggest that TLOs
that are based in individual universities are better able to work with inventors to find ways to develop high
risk but nevertheless promisingtechnologies. However, an in-depthanalysis of these experiences is beyond
the scope of this report.

Marketing and Licensing.
Although TLOs often list available technologies on the internetand mail information aboutnew technologies
to possiblyinterestedcompanies, one study suggests that targeting a few potential licensees and building
upon long-standing personal contacts are the most effective ways to interest companies in university
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discussnew technologies, visits to university laboratories by company officials, or visits to company
laboratories by university scientists @. Oftenthe inventors themselves are the best source of information
about potential licensees.

TLOs almostalways license,rather than assign, their rights in inventions. Under the Bayh-Dole Regulations,
universities must obtainpermissionfrom the funding agencybefore they assign anyinvention made under
United States Government funding. In addition, sometimes the best way to develop an invention is to license
separate fields of use to differentcompanies. For example, in the case of a methodto detectprecancerous
lesionsby distinctive mRNA or proteinmarkers, one company may be best suited to develop the discovery
for lung cancer, whereas anothercompanymightbe best suited to develop the technology for bladder or
coloncancer. Finally, universities oftenwant to retainsome control over their discoveries to ensure their
development. For example,even under an exclusive licensefor the lifetime of a patent, a university usually
exercisesits residualownership rights through "due diligence" or "benchmark" clausesin the license. Such
clauses enablethe TLO to revokethe licenseif the licenseedoes not developthe invention. In the case of
biomedical technologies, such clausesoften involve both annual(oftengraduated)license renewalfees and
development milestones.

Examples of such milestone clauses are: "licensee must develop two water solubleanalogues withinone
year of executing the licenseagreement"; "licensee must completeinitial preclinical pharmacology and
toxicology studies withintwo years ofexecuting the license"; and "licensee must obtainFDA approvalto
beginhuman clinical trials withinthree years of executing the license." Suchbenchmarkcommitments are
best derivedfrom business plans that all applicants for exclusive licensees shouldbe requiredto submit
during the licensenegotiation process. In other words, the benchmarkclausesmerelyreflect what the
licensee's own business plan says the licenseewill do and the revenuesit expects to earn. Most TLOs will
renegotiate benchmarkclausesin the event the licenseeis making a good faith attempt to develop an
invention but unforeseen circumstances have preventedit from meetingthe benchmarks. However, such
clauses are an importantmeans to pull an invention back from a licenseethat has lost interest in developing
the i . 12emventJon-

The provisions discussed aboveare incompatible with assignmentagreementsbut are easilyaccomplished
using licenses. Therefore, licenseagreements have becomethe commonmeans of teclmology transfer in the
United States. As a generalprinciple, nonexclusive licenses are preferredbecause this allows university
discoveries to be widelyused and avoidsone company obtaining controlover an importantnew discovery
Qll. However, as noted in (b) above,exclusive licenses are oftennecessaryto provide incentives for
companies to develop biomedical inventions. Rationales for nonexclusive licensing, rather thansimplyopen
publication or distribution, were discussed in (b) and (f) above.

Even ifan invention has commercial value and couldbe licensedexclusively, if its mainvalue is as a
"researchtool," TLOs should try to ensure that researchers in other non-for-profit laboratories can easilyuse .

it.I Nlli is particularly concernedabout the fullowing three scenarios: (a) in the case of a researchtool
developed by a university researcherwith Nlli funds, the university's TLO grants an exclusivelicenseto the
researchtooL Subsequently, the TLO's licenseerestricts access to the toolby researchers in other
universities, eitherby charginghigh prices or by requiring that other universities agree to transfer to the
licenseeanydiscoveries their researchersmake using the tool or a portionof any royalties the university
eams from commercializing such discoveries. (These requirements are knownas "reachthrough"
provisions.); (b) the same scenarioas (a), except that the licenseeis a companythat co-fundedthe
development of the researchtool along with the Nlli; and (c) in the case of an Nlli-supported scientistwho
needs a proprietaryresearchtool from anotherorganization, the provider requires the TLO to agree to "reach
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In December 1999, the NUl issued "Principles and Guidelines on Obtaining andDisseminating Biomedical

Research Resources" to address these situations.13

To avoidscenario(a), the Guidelines state that exclusive licensesfor research tools that require no further
development shouldgenerally be avoided, except in cases where the licenseeundertakes to make the tool
widelyavailable throughunrestrictedsale,or the TLO retainsrights to make the tool widelyavailable. When
an exclusive licenseis necessaryto promote development of the tool, the TLO shouldordinarily limit the
licenseto the commercial fieldof use, while retaining for itself the rightto use the discovery and distribute it
to not-for-profit institutions.

To avoidscenario(b), the Guidelines recommendthat universities includein sponsoredresearch agreements
terms that either (i) allowthe university to distributeresearchtools freelyto not-for-profit organizations or
(ii) that obligatethe sponsoring companyto make the researchtools available to the academicresearch
community on reasonableterms. The underlying rationale for this recommendation, as well as that relatedto
scenario(a), is that universities' Bayh Dole rights to patent and licenseNUl-sponsoredinventions are
accompanied by corresponding obligations to promote the utilization, commercialization, andpublic
availability of these inventions. The statementof principles precedingthe Guidelines states, "Restrictive
licensing of such an invention, such as to a for-profit sponsorfor exclusive internaluse, is antithetical to the
goals of the Bayh Dole Act." To avoidscenario(c) when obtaining researchtools from a not-for-profit
institution, the Guidelines state "It is expected that agreements to acquireNUl-fundedmaterials...fur use in
NUl-funded researchwill not includecommercialization optionrights [e.g., exclusive licenseoptions],
royalty reach-through, or product reach-through rights back to the provider."To mitigatescenario(c) when
negotiating for research tools from a for-profit entity, the Guidelines state, "Agreements to acquire
materials...for use in NUl-funded research may... provide an optionfor an exclusive...commercialization
licenseto new inventions arising directly from the use of the material. [Such agreements] shouldbe limited
to circumstances where the materialsought... is unique...and not reasonably available from anyother
source....In determining the scope of the licenseor optionrights..., Recipientshouldbalancethe relative
value of the provider's contribution againstthe value of the rights granted, cost of the researchand
importance of the researchresults....Recipients should reservethe rightto negotiatelicenseterms that will
ensure: (1) continuing availability to the research community if the invention is a uniqueresearchresource;
(2) that the providerhas the technical and financial capability and commitment to bring allpotential
applications to the marketplace in a timelymanner; and (3) that ifan exclusive licenseis granted, the
providerwill providea commercial development plan and agree to benchmarks and milestones for anyfields
of use granted." In other words, universities shouldtry to assure that other academicresearcherswillhave
access to any inventions they make with research tools obtainedfrom private companies, and that the
companies that providesuch tools willhave exclusive rights to commercialize these inventions onlyto the
extent that they remainable and committedto such commercialization.

Successfulimplementation of these guidelines will depend upon researchers,TLOs, and companies

developing consensus conceming what constitutes "researchtools,1 " and on appropriate limitsto companies
demanding exclusive rights to university inventions and on the universities' freedom to licensetheir
inventions exclusively.

The licensing of diagnostic inventions raises similarconcerns. AthenaDiagnostics obtainedexclusive
licensesfromBaylor fur genetics tests for Charcot-Marie-Tooth diseasetype 1A, fromDuke fur use of the
apolipoprotein E gene to detect predisposition to Alzheimer's disease, and from the University of Minnesota
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AthenaDiagnostics will permit clinical laboratories to perform these tests under reasonable sublicense
terms.

Many TLOs may favor exclusive licensesof research tools and diagnostic technologies, because they find it
burdensometo negotiate, collect, and audit a large number of nonexclusive licenses. However, Stanfordand
the University of California licensedthe patent rights to the Cohen andBoyer's recombinant DNA (gene
splicing process) technology nonexclusively, and this invention has generatedmore licenserevenue ($250
million from 1981 to 1997) than anyother university invention. Also, ColumbiaUniversity's singlemost
profitable invention has been the Axelpatents for a new process to insert genes into manunaliancells to
make proteinsm.These examples suggest that nonexclusive licensing of research tools and diagnostics can
generategreat financial retnms to TLOs and university inventors.

Importantfactors in most royalty negotiations are the type of technology, the perceivedrisk associatedwith
the technology, its stage of development, the projectedcost of bringinga product to market, the size of the
potential market, the anticipated profitmargin,the strengthof the patent claims, whetherpatentshave
actually issued, the prospects for pendingpatent applications, the estimatedcost of the research that lead to
the invention, the scope of the license (exclusive or nonexclusive, fieldof use, geographic scope, among
others), and royalty rates for comparable inventions. Initial fees for exclusive licensesoftenare under
$100,000,because technologies usuallyare in earlystages, have uncertaincommercial potential, and require
considerable investment to be developedinto marketable products. The majority of running royalty rates
based on net sales are probablyin the range of 1-8% (5, 1997 personalcommunication fromthe NIH Office
of Technology Transfer, in 1997). However, royalties can also be veryhigh. In 1995, Amgenpaid
Rockefeller University $20 million in up-front royalties for exclusive rights to the mouse leptin obesitygene
and pledged to pay considerably more if it chose to continue the licenseill .

The Bayh-Dole Regulations imposespecificobligations on licensesof inventions made with Government
support:

(a) University inventors must receivea share of royalty incomewith the remainderto be used for research,
education, and expensesassociatedwith technology management. Usually, TLOs will use initial royalty
incometo pay inventors a minimumlevel of royalties and to cover TLO operations and patent expenses.
Then they will divide any remaining incomebetween the inventors, their departments, and the university as a
whole, according to formulas that vary from university to university.

(b) Universities must make effortsthat are "reasonable under the circumstances" to attract smallbusiness
licensees and give licensing preferenceto a smallbusiness ifthe TLO determines that the smallbusiness is

equallyas likely as a large companyto "bringthe invention to practicalapplication."14 The decision of
whether to give such a preferencein anyparticularcase is at the discretion of the university, although the
Departmentof Cornmerce has authority to reviewthe licensing programs of individual universities to
determine whether they need to implementthis provision more effectively. I knowof no cases of such a
review. The GAO report on university administration of the Bayh-Dole Act llQ2 found that major research
universities licensethe majority of their inventions to smallbusinesses, despitethe absenceofspecific
university policiesto implementthis provisionof the Bayh-Dole Act and despite NIH and other government
funding agenciesnot collecting data to monitor compliance with this provision. In other words, TLOs appear
to be complying with the smallbusiness licensing preferencelargelyon their own accord. Therefore, they
will probablycontinue to preserve their discretion on how to implementthis provision.

(c) Ifa university grants an exclusivelicenseto use or sell in the United States an invention made with
Government funds, the licenseemust agree to manufacture substantially in the United States products made
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The funding agency may waive this requirement ifthe university shows it has made reasonable but
unsuccessful efforts to find a company that would manufacture in the United States.12 According to NIH
guidelines for handling requests for waivers of this requirement, NIH may take into account benefits other
than domestic manufacturing such as: (i) the rapid availability of a product that will benefit public health; (ii)
investment by the potential licensee in United States facilities, equipment, or research; (iii) the creation of
new or higher quality United States jobs; and (iv) the enhancement ofjob skills among United States
workers.

(d) Universities must report annually to funding agencies on the utilization of inventions, including
development status, date offirst sale, and royalties received. The agencies must keep this information
confidential. NIH encourages TLOs to use the Edison electronic reporting system for such reports.

(e) The Government must receive a nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable royalty-free license to
practice the invention throughout the world or to have the invention practiced on its behalf. This ensures that
the Government can continue to use for its purposes the inventions it has funded. It functions primarily as a
research use license fur the Government Commercialization ofinventions or assisting competitors of
licensees to commercialize inventions is not regarded as a legitimate government purpose. I know ofno
examples where companies have disputed the Government's use of this license.

(j) The Government can require third-party licensing ifthe university or its licensee is not taking effective
steps to develop the invention or such action is necessary to meet health or safety needs. The Government
has never fully exercised these "march-in rights." To do so would be difficult and would require many
procedural steps designed to protect the interests ofuniversities and their licensees.

(g) In United States patent applications, universities must acknowledge Government support that lead to the
invention and the Government's residual rights mentioned in (e) and (j) above. They must also inform
licensees of these rights and the other requirements set forth in (a)-(j) above.

Sponsored Research Agreements and Academic Bioventures.
Although licensing is at the heart oftechnology transfer, technology transfer involves more than licensing. As

noted above,1:income from sponsored research agreements with industry is three times greater than license
income. Often a simple license agreement or MTA leads to a sponsored research agreement offering
long-term benefits in the form of interesting and practical research opportunities for faculty and students,
employment opportunities, interchanges with industry scientists, development ofuniversity discoveries, as
well as increased research funding Q1l. In 1998, the leading academic users of industry-sponsored research
funds were the University ofCalifomia ($162 million), Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology ($74 million),
Penn State ($66 million), Duke ($65 million), and Georgia Tech ($57 million). For comparison, the leading
1998 recipients of adjusted gross license income were University of Califomia ($73 million), Columbia ($62
million), Stanford ($43 million), Florida State ($47 million), and Sloan Kettering ($38 million; Ref 1).

However, increased collaboration with industry raises concerns related to academic freedom, inappropriate
shift in research emphasis away from fundamental research, conflict of interest, and misappropriation of
publicly funded research. Discussion ofthese issues is beyond the scope ofthis report, except to note the
following:

(a) About 20% of academic life scientists responding to a survey said that companies had delayed
publication of their research results by >6 months, and 9% reported refusing to share research results with
academic colleagues on at least one occasion. Refusal to share research results was more common among
researchers collaborating with industry, genome researchers, and more productive faculty members @, 21,
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(b) A time series analysis of patenting and licensing at the University ofCalifomia and Columbiaand
Stanforddetectedlittleevidence that the Bayh-Dole reforms were associated with a shift toward applied
researchtopicsm.Analysis of publication data also does not indicate that increasing cooperation with
industry is skewinguniversity researchtoward more appliedtopicsor lower quality research. In fact,
scientific papers that are co-authored by university and industry researchers are somewhat more likely to be
highlycitedpapers than those writtenby university researchers alone.em .
(c) Conflict of interestpolicies(regarding whetherfaculty mayhave a financial interestor management
positionin a company that mightbe affected by their research, what extentof disclosure is required, and so
forth) vary betweenuniversities (24) (see also 42 CFR 50.603-<i05). In 1998, the FDA issued regulations
requiring companies submitting drug approval applications to the FDA to disclose compensation to
investigators or any financial intereststhe investigators mayhave had in the outcomeof their research(21
CFR54).

(d) The grant offuture exclusive licenseoptions to corporate research sponsors shouldbe specific to the
scope of the sponsoredresearch, and TLOs shouldnot grant to corporate researchsponsors rights to all
Government-supported inventions from majorunitsof the university, such as departments, centers, and
laboratories ill .NllI guidelines state that in considering whetheruniversities shouldgrant sponsors the
right to licensefuture NllI-supported inventions, universities should: (a) take intoconsideration if the
sponsorhas the capability and commitment to develop the inventions; and (b) requiredevelopment
commitments before a sponsorcan exclusively licensea particulartechnology. Also,sponsors shouldhave
only6 months to exercisetheir optionto licenseinventions.16 These guidelines were developed in the wake
of criticisms that a lO-year $300 million sponsoredresearchagreement between Sandozand the Scripps
ResearchInstitute(whichreceived$123 rnillion in NllI support in 199917) couldrestrict academic freedom
and couldgive Sandoztoo much control over Scripps's researchprojectsand results@ . NllI concluded
this agreementwas uniqueamongsponsoredresearchagreements, and Scrippsand Sandozsubsequently
modified the agreement (26) . The fact that NllI continues to support the vast majority of university

biomedical R&o± shouldensurethat the NllI guidelines carryconsiderable influence.

One aspect of government- and corporate-sponsored researchfunding that is not conunonin Europe or Asia
is that United States faculty, nontenured researchers, and technicians oftendependon such "softmoney" for
a significant proportion oftheir salaries. The percentage ofsalariesthat are guaranteedfor tenured faculty
varies betweenuniversities, but most researchers knowtheireconomic as well as professional survival
depends on being ableto receivegovernment and industrygrants. Such soft money supportsa much larger
manpower pool in universities than wouldbe possibleif salarieswere guaranteed. This large soft
money-based manpowerpool, coupledwith levelsof government support for biomedical research
unparalleled and the competitive peer-reviewmechanism to allocate such support, has made United States
academic institutions important generators of new biomedical technologies, whereasEuropeanand Japanese
academic institutions have lagged in this regard jj , 27, 28, ±2}.

Another uniquefeature of technology transfer in the UnitedStates is the important roll start-up or bioventure
companies play in developing university discoveries to the pointwherelarger companies becomeinterested
in conunercializing them. The onlyEuropean country wherebioventures have playedan important role in the
technology development process is the UnitedKingdom@ . Recently, the number ofbioventureshas
increasedin Germany, but Germancompanies face significant labor mobility constraints not facedby United
States companies and tend to focus on nicheareas of process technologies rather than on pharmaceutical and
diagnostic development.QQ}. In Japan, the currentnumberof independent bioventures is probably<50, and
those based upon university technologies or that have significant linkswith university researchers are even
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Formation of a bioventure can be an effective means to mobilize committed researchers, private capital, and
management expertise to push forward the development ofpromising biomedical discoveries that are not
immediately attractive to large companies or that do not fit within the competencies of established companies

m..1ll.18 In effect, venture companies can take over from TLOs the task of championing promising
university technologies and shepherding them through the intermediate development process between
university research and end-stage commercialization. In 1998, the universities that spun offthe most new
companies were Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology .Q2l, University ofCalifomia.Q2l, Cal Tech Ql},
Georgia Tech m, and Stanford li2l (Ref. 1 )]. Some universities, such as Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, play an active role in the formation of their start-up companies (raising capital, recruiting
management, developing a business plan, and other activities). Others, such as Stanford, expect
entrepreneurial faculty to rely on their own or locally available resources.

Many universities are willing to support venture start-ups by their faculty by exclusively licensing to them
key inventions (often the faculty members' own inventions) in return for eqnity in the new companies rather
than cash royalties. In 1998, the universities executing the largest number of licenses with equity were Johns
Hopkins.Q2l , University ofNorth Carolina Chapel Hillll§} , University ofTennessee Research Corp. D1l
, Cal Tech l.!Q} , and Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology [l.!Q} (Ref. 1)]. Only recently has Stanford
begun to take equity from its start-ups in lieu of up-front royalties. Some universities have created their own
venture funds to support their start-up companies. Atkinson provides a history of the early experience of the
funds established by Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and University ofTexas Southwestern to develop biomedical
discoveries (32) . Lerner Ql) examined the experience ofARCH Venture Partners (Argonne National
Laboratory/University of Chicago) and the management challenges faced by university venture funds.

The conflict of interest issues discussed above are especially pertinent in the case of faculty who also have a
financial, management, or scientific interest in venture companies. Researchers who are contemplating
forming a compaoy, especially those who are considering assuming a management position or having their
graduate students work in the new company, should consult with their universities' administrators and
review their universities' policies on these issues.

The United States Technology Transfer System: Part 2. Nm and Other Government
Laboratories

In 1993, federal government laboratories performed ~10% of all health R&D in the United States, compared
with 43% by higher education and other nonprofit institutions and 45% by industry. Ofthe federal laboratory
share, 60% was performed in the intramural laboratories ofthe NIH ill.

Prior to 1980, the DHEW owned work-related inventions made by NIH intramural scientists. In 1976, the 1P
portfolio ofDHEW consisted of~400 patents and patent applications, most for inventions made by
employees ofDHEW laboratories, particularly the NIH. A small proportion of these patents were licensed.
Between 1969 and 1976, the DHEW had issued 19 exclusive licenses and 90 nonexclusive licenses (§) .

The authority of the DHEW to issue such licenses had not been clarified in laws or regulations. This
clarification came under section 207 ofthe Bayh-Dole Act, which specifically granted the Department of
Health and Human Services and other federal agencies authority to patent and license inventions arising
within their respective laboratories. Section 209 of the Bayh-Dole Act imposed many of the same conditions
that it imposed on licenses from universities: specifically, the United States manufacturing preference,
march-in rights, and submission ofa development and commercialization plan (conditions imposed on all
licenses), as well as the small business preference in the Caseof exclusive licenses. In addition, it stipulated
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university licenses.

However, the Bayh-Dole Act did not give individual laboratories, such as the NIH, IP ownership or
management rights. The first step in this direction came the sameyear under the Stevenson-Wydler
Technology lnnovation Act of 1980 (PublicLaw 96-480) authorizing individual federal laboratories to
establish"Researchand Technology Applications Offices" to promote technology transfer to industryand
local governments.

However, the key legislation authorizing federal laboratories to managetheir own discoveries was the FTTA
of 1986 (PublicLaw 99-502). The FTTA explicitly gave individual laboratories authority to patent and
licenseinventions by their employees. It also specifiedthat the inventors shouldreceiveat least 15% of
annualroyalty paymentsand that the laboratory shouldreceiveat least half of the remaining royalties.
(Agencies have the optionto distributethe remaining royalties amongtheir other laboratories, but it appears
that most agencieslet the inventing laboratory manage 100% of royalties.) Under separate legislation, the
Government must obtain rights to allwork-relatedinventions by its employees (37 CFR 501 and 45 CFR 7).
Thus, the FTTA gave individual federal laboratories incentives to managetheir employees' inventions that
are similarto those that the Bayh-Dole Act gave to universities.

In terms of number of licensesand royalties, the Nlli is far ahead of anyother federal laboratory. In fiscal
year 1999, Nlli employees made 294 invention disclosures, and the Nlli filed 169 patent applications,
received 163 patents, executed 204 licenses, and received $45 million in licenseroyalties, whichwould rank
the Nlli in first to fourth place in comparison withUnited States universities ill .From fiscalyears
1996-1998, the Nlli granted 87 exclusivelicenses and 514 nonexclusive licensesand received$102 million
in licenseroyalties (95% of total royalties receivedby the NIH, Departmentof Energy,National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Army,Navy, and Air Force combined). Fifty-seven % of the Nlli's licenseswere

to smallbusinesses, and 86% to domesticentities (34) .19 It shouldbe noted that the Nlli's largest source of
royalties, the HlV/AIDS diagnostic kit co-invented withFrench researchersat the InstitutPasteur, has been
licensednonexclusively, againshowing that nonexclusive licensing can result in wide, reasonably priced
access and high royalty income.

The FTTA also authorized federal laboratories to enter intoCRADAs, the federal laboratory equivalent of
sponsoredresearch agreements. CRADAs are the onlymechanism under which a company or other
non-government organization can support research in federal laboratories and, in exchangefor research
support, receivethe right to licenseresultinginventions or other rights to future inventions.

The basic exchangethat occurs under CRADAsis: (a) research support (personnel, equipment, laboratory
space, know-how, and/ormoney) contributedby the CRADApartner in return for (b) (i) research support
(personnel, equipment, laboratory space, and/orknow-how, but not money) contributedby the Government
laboratory and (ii)IP rights to inventions that may arise under the CRADA research. The Nlli grants
CRADApartners "anexclusive optionto elect an exclusive or nonexclusive cornmercialization license" to
anyinventions by Government employees made under the scope of the CRADA researchplan. However, the
CRADApartner must stillnegotiatefair licensing terms with the NIH, including due diligence clauses.

Certainrestrictions applyto CRADAsthat do not applyto university-industry sponsoredresearch
agreements. The Nlli is reluctantto use CRADAfunds to pay part of the salariesof permanent
professionals, although CRADA funds are often used to hire postdoctoral-level researchers and technicians.
CRADA opportunities must be advertisedin the Federal Registerprior to execution, unless the laboratory
can demonstrate that onlyone companycouldbe a suitable CRADApartner. Also, the FTTA requires that
the Government retaina nonexclusive, irrevocable, paid-up licenseto any CRADA inventions, including
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additional 30 days upon written request) to review proposed publications of CRADA data to prepare patent
applications or to make sure that confidential information is not being divulged. However, CRADA partuers
have the exclusive right to use CRADA data for drug approval applications to the FDA or for other

ul I· · 20reg atory app icanons.s-

A special short form "Materials Transfer" CRADA has been in use since 1997 to enable NllI researchers to
obtain research materials from companies that would not release the materials absent an option to license
inventions made using the materials. In effect, this Materials Transfer CRADA represents a pragmatic
response to the same situation described as "scenario c" in ''Marketing and Licensing" above; to obtain
proprietary research materials, scientists and their institutions sometimes have no choice but to promise the
providers rights to inventions made using these materials. The issue for negotiation becomes the nature and
breadth of such rights.

In fiscal year 1999, the NllI executed 48 standard CRADAs and 78 Material Transfer CRADAs. Under a
CRADA signed in the mid-1990s, Bristol-Myers Squibb and the National Cancer Institute collaborated on
cliuical trials to develop paclitaxel (Taxol) as a first-line treatment for breast and ovarian cancer. Paclitaxel is
one ofthe most important cancer drugs introduced in the past 15 years. A uuique feature of the paclitaxel
CRADA was that Bristol-Myers did not receive license rights to the basic compound, because the compound
was not patentable, its structure having been published many years previously. However, it did receive
exclusive access to cliuical data from NllI-supported researchers, which it needed to obtain regulatory
approval from the FDA.

Some Government-owned contractor-operated laboratories, for example Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore,
and most of the Department ofEnergy's other uuiversity-operated laboratories, have agreements with
Department ofEnergy that collaborative research with companies will be conducted under CRADAs. In
such cases, the Government-owned contract-operated laboratory functions almost as if it were a
Government-owned laboratory, and the only way a collaborating company can obtain future 1P rights to
discoveries made in the laboratory is through a CRADA.

Clinical Trials and Regulatory Approval in the United States

Background.
Cliuical trials involve the testing ofnew drugs, diagnostics, and medical devices in humans to demonstrate
safety and efficacy and to determine suitable doses. Thegoal ofmost cliuical trials is to obtain regulatory

approval for marketing. Marketing in the Uuited States requires approval from the FDA. 21 Approval
requires three trial phases. Phase I determines sam doses and pharmacology with an eye to therapeutic
effects. Usually 15-80 patients are involved. In the case of oncology drugs, these are patients who have
already failed conventional therapy. In the case ofnoncancer drugs, healthy volunteers are sometimes used.
Phase II estimates the response rate and also identifies risks of side effects in a defined patient population,
usually consisting of 30-300 subjects. Phase ill involves hundreds to thousands ofpatients to determine
whether the new drug offers significant advantages over standard therapies and to mouitor adverse reactions.
In almost all Phase ill trials, matched or randomized controls are required QJll . In the case ofnew cancer
drugs, the number ofpatients in each phase is usually in the lower ranges cited above.

The approval process for oncology drugs is expensive but less so than for most other new prescription drugs.
The NCI of the NllI spends on average $2500 to $3000 per patient enrolled in NCI-sponsored clinical trials
just to cover study management, data collection, and data mouitoring costs. Costs ofthe drug, physicians'
and nurses' time, additional tests, other hospital charges, and data analysis are all additional. My review of
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drugs received initial approval without Phase ill trials. Often approval was granted on the basis of results
from 2 to 5 Phase II trials that were preceded by less than 10 Phase I trials. For a new oncology drug,
typically 100-500 trial participants are need for approval. The average approval time for an initial indication
for a new oncology drug (from filing of the Investigational New Drug application to the New Drug
Approval) was between 12 and 24 months. In contrast, for new drugs as a whole, FDA approval requires on
average 4200 patients participating in 68 clinical trials over a 6-7-year period for each new drug ill. The
pharmaceutical industry spends ~$6 billion aonually for clinical trials in the United States, its largest single
category ofR&D expenditures (36%; Ref. ~ ).

NIH-supported Clinical Trials.
Unlike other governments, the United States Government provides substantial financial as well as scientific
support for such trials. Most ofthis support is from the NIH, which spent $1.2 billion to support clinical

trials in 1995, ~13% ofits R&D budget Q..§} .23 The NUl justifies its support for clinical trials on the basis
that such support is necessary (a) to bring drugs for some rare diseases closer to commercialization; and (b)
to test existing drugs or combinations of drugs for diseases or populations that otherwise would not be the
subject of clinical trials. In addition, the NUl has active drug discovery and preclinical development
programs, and often it is willing to support clinical trials to accelerate the commercialization of drugs
emerging from these programs.

Although the NUl has its own 250-bed hospital, most NUl-supported clinical trials are conducted in
extramural academic medical centers. NUl awards grants to individual researchers who submit
well-qualified clinical trial proposals. It also supports clinical trial centers or writs in a number of teaching
hospitals. For example, the NCI funds about 17 centers fur Phase I trials and an equal number fur Phase II
trials. The NCI pays the costs of study management, data collection, and data analysis plus overhead.
However, non-experimental costs must be covered by the patients' normal health insurance, the providing
hospital, or some other source.

Often NUl-supported clinical trials involve collaboration with industry, particularly the company that owns
the investigational drug. Such cooperation usually occurs under either a Clinical Trial Agreement or a
CRADA between the company and the NUl. In either case, NUl scientists, the university principal
investigators, and the company jointly develop the protocol.

Under a typical NUl Clinical Trial Agreement, the company will supply the NUl-supported university
researcher with enough ofits drug to complete the trial. In return, the company will receive the trial data that
it needs to obtain FDA approval.

Under a typical clinical trial CRADA, an NUl-sponsored university researcher will receive sufficient drug
from the company. The NUl willreceive some money to offset its costs. The company will receive (a)
exclusive access to the data it needs to obtain FDA approval and (b) the right to obtain an exclusive license
to inventions that arise under the CRADA research, including inventions consisting of methods ofmedical
treatment.

Industry Support for Clinical Trials.
As noted above, ~80% of support for United States clinical trials comes from industry. Companies contract
either directly with medical centers or with Contract Research Organizations that will manage the trials for
the companies. In general, corporate funds can be used to pay salaries ofphysicians, nurses, and other
personnel. Some physicians and nurses working in clinical research writs ofmajor university hospitals rely
on soft money from corporate contracts, or grants from the NUl or other non-profit outside institutions, for
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There is concernthat corporatesupport may influence researchers' conductof trials or their interpretation of
trial data. Conflict of interest concerns also arise when investigators are shareholders or managers in
companies formed to commercialize their discoveries. Since 1998, companies submitting drug approval
applications to the FDA must disclosecompensation to investigators and anyfinancial interestsinvestigators
may have in the outcomeofthe research (21 CFR Part 54). However, when investigators themselves discuss
or publishtheir findings, their understanding varies concerning when and to what extentthey should disclose
financial interests in the outcomeof their researchQ1} .

IP Rights and Regulatory Exclusivity.
Rights to inventions arising in the course of clinical trials are determined in the same way as other
inventions; extramuralinstitutions receiving NIH funds can patent and licensesuch inventions, NIH can
patent and licenseintramural NIH inventions, and medicalcenters and industrycan decide among
themselves how to patent and licenseinventions arisingunder industry-funded trials. Inventions arising
under clinical trials are usuallymethod-of-use inventions, e.g., a new combination of drugs, a new route of
administration, or a new durationof administration. Although not as valuableas inventions claiming a new
chemical compound, such inventions may be valuableto companies, particularly if it is not possible to obtain
a patent on the basic chemicalcompound, as in the case of paclitaxel Therefore, corporatesponsorsof
clinical trials sometimeswill bargainhard to ensurethey have the right to patent or exclusively licensesuch
inventions.

Ifa new drug is either a new chemical entityor an orphan drug, a company seekingFDA approvalalso
receivesa period of regulatory exclusivity, regardlessof whether it obtainspatent protection. Under the 1984
Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (also known as the Hatch-Waxman Act, Public
Law 98-417), once the FDA approvesa drug that does not containa previously approvedactivemoiety, no
otherperson may submit an application for a drug based upon the same (or substantially the same) active
moietyfor 5 years (21 USC 355). Under the OrphanDrug Act (PublicLaw 97-414), the FDA may
designateas "orphandrugs" drugs for diseases affecting <200,000 persons in the United States per year. If
the FDA approvesan orphandrug, it will not approvethe same drug submittedby anothercompanyfor the
same indication for a periodof7 years (21 CFR 316).

In the case ofpaclitaxel, Bristol-Myers Squibbused data fromNCI-sponsoredclinical trials to obtainFDA
marketing approval as a new chemicalentity, which it subsequently marketedas Taxol. Because patent
protectionon paclitaxel was not obtainable, Bristol-Myers had onlythe 5 years ofregulatory exclusivity to
marketTaxolbefore genericmanufacturers of paclitaxel began marketing competing versionsof the same
drug.

Concluding Observations from an International Perspective

I hope this report has givenbiomedical scientistsan understanding of the United States technology transfer
systemthat enablesthem to deal effectively with TLO officials and industryrepresentatives to increasethe
chancethat their discoveries will be developedinto commercially successfulor widelyused products. I also
hope it helps scientistsunderstandcurrent trends and policyconcerns regardingtechnology transfer, and that
it helps personsoutside the United States to understandbetter a systemthat is being imitatedin Europe,
Canada, China, and other countries.

The system describedabove, characterized by ownership and management of IP by the research institutions,
is not the onlymodelof technology transfer. Alternative modelsinclude: (a) leaving ownership and
management of publiclyfinanced discoveries in the hands of the inventors; (b) ownership and management
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with decreased emphasison patentingand, in particular, exclusivelicensing; and (d) voluntary assignmentof
ownership rights to for-profitcorporations that will assume responsibility for technology management.

A systematiccomparative analysis of these models is the subjectof future reports. Sufficeto note that
Japanese, German, and Scandinavian universities have followed system (a). However,Demnark has recently
switched to university ownership and managementof IP, and Germany is seriouslyconsidering the same
change,leavingJapan as the onlymajor industrializedcountrythat for the foreseeablefuture will leave
ownership and managementof most university inventions in the hands offaculty-inventors. Also, it should
be noted that a combination of (b) and (c) characterizedthe pre-Bayh-DoleUnited States system and the
United Kingdomsystem when the British Technology Group (BTG) was still a public corporation
responsible for managinguniversity technologies. It still characterizes a small percentage of inventions made
in Japanese universities (so-called"national inventions"), as well as the majorityof inventions made in
Japanese govermnent research institutions @l. , 38 ,]2} . Examples of (d) includetoday's privatizedBTG;
traditional United States technology managementcorporations (e.g., Research CorporationTechnologies),
the numbers of whichhave dwindledin recentyears; and a host of relatively small, new technology brokers.

Criticismof the United States system,with its emphasison financial rewards to motivateindividualresearch
institutions to perform effective technology transfer, often centers aroundperceivedtendenciesfor these
institutions to chargehigh royalties and unnecessarily grant exclusivelicenses (see the discussions of
research tools and diagnostics in ''Marketing and Licensing"), therebyimposingmultiple "rents"or "highway
tolls" on the technology transfer process {±,2,.l2~ . These criticismsemphasizethe benefitsof (c) and
advocatethe issningof exclusivelicensesonlywhen necessary to mobilizeprivate sector investmentin
technologies that need further development. An analysis ofthese criticismsis beyondthe scope of this
report. However, it seems likelythat the following factorshave driventhe development of the United States
system and accountedfor many of its indicesof "success" (e.g., increases in licenses and royalties, increases
in sponsored research, and imitation in other countries):

(a) Strong IP protectionis often essential to encouragedevelopmentof early-stagebiomedicaldiscoveries,
particularlythose that may be the basis for future drugs. Therefore, the demandfor exclusivelicenses in this
field will remainhigh.

(b) Most university inventions are early-stagetechnologies, the ultimatefeasibility and marketability of
which is uncertain, althoughthis is often not the case for clinical research inventions. Most early-stage
inventions need a champion(more likely, a series of champions) if they are to have a chancefor successful
development. Such champions or innovation agents need to push forward the development of their
discoveries from both scientific and business perspectives. They must recrnit and motivateresearchers,
acquire capital, developbusiness plans, seek development partners, and obtain customers. An importantpart
of this championship process involves TLOs making far-sighted, sometimes riskypatentingdecisions,
selectingcommittedlicensees, and negotiating licenseterms that require development commitments from
the licensees. However, much more is needed. Scientistsmust believe that they stand a reasonablechanceof
reaping significant rewards (notonly monetary) ifthey invest energy and time to developpromisingbut risky
discoveries. The same is true for companiesthat provideventure capital,pharmaceutical and biotechnology
companies that invest in such discoveries, and administrators who attemptto build successful
technology-business incubatorfacilities.

Financialincentives are necessary to motivatethe many actors involved in this complexprocess. Whether the
present incentives are necessary for the system to work or whether they encourageexcessivepatenting,
exclusivelicensing, and royalty collection by publiclysupported institutions is at the heart of the present
debate.
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the Japanese technology transfer system is that neitherinventors, university officials, nor companies have
significant incentives to developinventions made in university or govemmentresearchinstitutes. Public
sector inventors, if theybother at all with technology transfer,usually pass inventions informally to
companies with whomtheyhave long-standing relationships. The terms of transfer imposefew if any
obligations on companies to develop the inventions or to pay royalties. Because these companies receive
publiclyfinanced discoveries essentially for free, they lack incentives to invest in development, except in the
case of clearlyspectacularinventions. JapaneseTLOs manageonly inventions that inventors voluntarily pass
to them, and thus universities are still largelyleft out of the technology transferprocess. Available evidence
suggests that they vast majority of university discoveries are undeveloped, and this may have profound
negativeimplications for severalhigh technology Japanese industries, including biomedicine and software
(28 , 38 ,l2l. Although this observation doesnot validateaggressivepatentingand licensing by United
States universities and govemmentlaboratories, it does reinforcethe importance ofIP rights in creating
financial incentives for public researchinstitutions and the private sector to championrisky, early-stage
discoveries.

However, scientists, universities and other public researchinstitutions shouldkeep in mind that the essential
purpose of technology transfer from not-for-profit institutions is the development of publiclyfinanced
discoveries for the publicgood. Generating moneyfor inventors, universities, and privateinvestors is not the
goal. However, it is an importantincentive to make the system work.

Fortunately, the present United States systemof technology transfer and the modeloutlinedin (c) above are
not necessarily incompatible. For example, a policyof issuingexclusive licensesonlywhennecessary to
provide incentives to commercialize university inventions may result in an attractive revenuestream for
manyTLOs whileminimizing situations where exclusive licensescan impede other researchersand
companies from carrying forward further development.

FOOTNOTES

The costs of publication of this articlewere defrayedin part by the paymentof page charges. This article
must thereforebe herebymarked advertisement in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section1734 solely to
indicatethis fact.

1 To whom requests for reprints shouldbe addressed, at Departmentof Intellectual Property,Research
Center for Advanced Scienceand Technology, University of Tokyo, 4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku,Tokyo
153-8904, Japan. E-mail: kneller@ip.rcast.u-tokyo.ac.jp.1I

2 The abbreviations used are:R&D, research and development; FDA, Food andDrug Administration; IP,
intellectual property; DREW, Departmentof Health,Education,andWelfare;USC, United States Code;
CFR, Code of FederalRegulations; TLO, technology licensing office; MTA, MaterialsTransfer Agreement;
USPTO, United States Patent and Trademark Office; PCT, Patent Cooperation Treaty; FTTA, Federal
Technology Transfer Act; CRADA,Cooperative Research andDevelopmentAgreement; NCI, National
CancerInstitute. II

3 Available at: http://www.phrmaorg/publications.1I

4 In 1996, -86% of licensing revenue was for life science inventions ill. An analysis of technology transfer
activity at Stanfordand ColumbiaUniversities and the University of California showedthat biomedical
inventions accountedfor the majority of invention reports at the latter two universities throughout the 1980s,
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ffi .The overwhelming importance of biomedical discoveries was confirmed in a study of technology
transfer activities in 10 majorUnited States universities after passage of the Bayh-Dole Act D..Ql . In 1994,
life sciencecompanies supportedover $1.5 billionof researchin United States academicinstitutions, ~12%
of all R&D funding in United States academicinstitutions illl. EquivalentNllI support was $6.2 billionill
. United States university facultyparticipatedin founding 24 Fortune 500 companies and over 600 smaller
life sciencecompanies {ill . By the mid-1990s,over a thousandsmallbusinesses were developing life
sciencetechnologies illl. a

5 Detailed information on Edison is available at http://erainfo.nih.gov/Edison. a

6 Thirty-five leadinguniversities reported that in 1989 and 1990, they received4380 invention disclosures
from employees, of which they attributed1072 to NllI or National ScienceFoundation funding. During the
same period, licensing revenuesreportedby these universities amountedto $113 million, of which $82
million was attributable to inventions supported by NllI or the National ScienceFoundation@ .a

7 The 1999NllI "Principles and Guidelines on Obtaining and Disseminating Biomedical Research
Resources" state that "researchtools" can includecell lines, monoclonal antibodies, reagents, animal models,
growth factors, combinatorial chemistryand DNA libraries, clones and cloning tools, laboratory methods,
and software. In considering whether the Guidelines shouldapplyto a particularresource, the following
considerations are applicable: (a) Is the resource's primary usefulness as a discovery tool rather than an
FDA-approvedproduct or component thereof?(b) Is the resource a broad enabling invention that will be
usefulto manyscientists or companies rather than a project-specific resource? (c) Is the resource readily

usable, or is private sector involvement necessaryto developor distributeit? (See footnote 13 for internet
address.)Nevertheless, what may be an importantresearchtool for many university scientists may also be a
company's corebusiness; and sometimesthe development or improvement of research tools dependson a
company havingincentives to invest in such development or improvement. For example, Ligand
Pharmaceuticals licensedtechnology from the SalkInstitute,which enabledLigand to isolate and duplicate
intracellular receptors. ligand then developedthese as researchtools for drug discovery and drug targets.
Severallarge companies had half-heartedly experimented with the Salk discovery beforethe licenseto
Ligand. Once Ligand had an exclusive licenseto the technology, it focused its effortson this technology and
was able to attract the necessaryprivate capitalto develop and market these researchtools. Another
example, although not one originating in universities, is the original PCR technology developed by Cetus
Corporation. This was not suited to large-scaleautomation, but subsequentimprovements by Hoffinan-La
Roche, Johnson& Johnson, and other companies that acquiredIF rights to the original invention have made
PCR the importantwidelyapplicable technology that it is today. But a counterexampleshowingthat
exclusive rights are not always necessaryfor the development of importantresearch technologies is the
recombinant DNA (gene splicing) technology inventedby Cohenand Boyer, for whichthe University of
Califomiaand Stanfordjointlyappliedfor a patent in 1974. These universities decidedto licensethis
technology nonexclusively for onlya $10,000one-timepaymentper licensee. The technology became widely
used, and the two universities became the leadingeamers of royalty income. For transfersof researchtools
between not-for-profit laboratories, NllI recommends using the UniformBiological MaterialsTransfer
Agreement, the basic provisions of whichare as follows: (a) ownership remains with the Provider,but the
Provider is not liable for damages arisingfrom the Recipient's use ofthe material; (b) no reimbursement
except for Provider's preparation and distribution costs; (c) no use in humans; (d) no commercial research
use, such as for drug screening; (e) no distribution to third parties; and (f) the Recipientmust acknowledge
the Provideras the source. a
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9 See http://www/uspto.gov andhttp://www.nih.gov/od/ottfor relatedcomments. a

10lntemet address: http://www.edison.gov/biological-materials.html a

lllntemet addresses: http://www.stanford.edu/group/OTL/ and http://web.mit.edu/tlo/. a

12 Benchmarkclauses are less importantin licensesto venture companies, partlybecause the development
path for such technologies is less certainbut also because the private capitalinvestors and the managers
whomthey appointcan usually be relied upon to push forwardthe development of the technology. a

13lntemet address: http://www.nih.gov/od/ottIRTguideJinal.html/. a

14 The following are criteriato qualifyfor "smallbusiness" status: independentownership and operation
(i.e., not affiliated with a larger organization); total employees (including those ofany affiliates) do not
exceed 500; not dominant in its fieldof operation; principalplace of business locatedin the United States; at
least 51% owned (or in the case of a companywhose stocks are publiclytraded, at least 51% of its voting
stockis owned)by United States citizensor permanentresident aliens (13 CFR 121.4).a

15 lntemet address: http://erainfo.nih.gov/Edison/604new.htrnl. a

16lntemet address: http://erainfo.nih.gov/Edison/sponsored.html/. a

17lntemet address: http://grants.nih.gov/grants/award/awardhtrn. a

18Available at: http://www.nber.org/papers/w6846. a

19 Available at: http://www.nih.gov/od/ott/. a

20 See the NIH modelCRADA at http://www.nih.gov/od/ott. a

21 Although marketing in other countriesrequires approvalof respectivenationalregulatory agencies,
substantialprogress has been made to harmonizeregulatory approvalprocedures in the United States, Japan,
and the EuropeanUnion. The goal ofthis effortis to have similarapprovalcriteriaand data collection
procedures (satisfying good clinical practice guidelines) so that ifone regulatory authority approves a drug,
the other authorities will also approve, requiringat most one or two relatively small "bridging" trials. More
information on harmonization is available at http://www.fdagov/cder/guidance/index.htrn. a

22Available at: http://www.fdagov/cderl. a

23 Available at: http://www.nih.gov/news/crp/97report.htrn. a
Received 8/ 8/00; revised 11120/00; accepted 11/30/00.
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reserves in the government the authority to challenge the prices

of any marketed product licensed or owned under a patent

resulting from government funded research covered under the Act,

and if thereafter not satisfied, the authority to terminate the

license. Amazingly, the authors furth~r maintain that these

authorities carry with them the burden of providing company

" .. . data showing that it charged a reasonable price" (page 653,

lines 3-6).

There are absolutely no such expressed authorities in

the Act, and to presume these authorities are implicit in the

Act flies in the face of common sense. Clearly no commercial

concern would knowingly invest in the commercial development of

any invention (whether or not funded in part by the government)

knowing that their sales price could be challenged by the

government after marketing. Clearly, such authority would put

in doubt not only the possibility of profit, but recoupment of

their development costs, which include failed initiatives.

It is further clear that such authorities would

frustrate the stated policy and objective of the Act to create

incentives for commercial development by assuring, when

necessary, an exclusive patent position (see 35 U.S.C. 200).

Indeed, if the article's thesis were implemented, the only

inventions that would be effected would be those near or already

in the marketplace. As such, involved developers could
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justifiably complain that the government had involved itself in

a "bait and switch" scam.

If implemented, no sensible concern could justify the

costly development of life science inventions touched by

government funding. The clock would be turned back over twenty

years, and not only would little be achieved in lower prices,

much of the government's research funding would be wasted as it

could not produce the tangible results produced by the incentive

of clear patent exclusivity.

The primary basis for the author's thesis is the Act's

requirement that an invention owned or licensed under the Act be

"available to the public on reasonable terms" followed by the

article1s conclusion that IIreasonable terms" includes or is

equivalent to "reasonable prices". This concept is put forward

in face of the article1s understanding that there may be no

" .. . clear legislative history of the term" in the Act (see page

649, line 12). This acknowledgement appears to have triggered

the authors need to fabricate the legislative history found on

pages 656-667 discussed above.

At this point, we submit that an objective analysis of

the Act would have stopped, as the Act and its legislative

history as defined above makes clear that one of the primary

incentives to industry involvement can be an exclusive position

granted to a developer which includes the right to establish
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prices without any authorities in the government to challenge

the developer's decision. If an authority to challenge pricing

was intended, its importance would have most certainly resulted

in its explicit identification and discussion, especially

regarding the requirement to provide proprietary pricing data.

Instead, as noted from 35 U.S.C. 200, the general

description of the authorities reserved to the government are

limited " ... to ensure that the Government obtains sufficient

rights in federally supported inventions to meet the needs of

the Government and protect the public against non-use or

unreasonable use of the invention .. " (underlining added) .

This general reservation of rights in the Government is

specifically implemented in the march-in provision of 35 U.S.C.

§203, which we submit cannot be read to be any broader than

intended in the general reservation of 35 U.S.C. §200, which

would be necessary to grant the requested march-in request.

In addition to the fact that there is no expressed

authority in the Act permitting the government to challenge a

developer's pricing determination or require delivery of

proprietary data establishing such pricing, practice over twenty

years clearly supports the fact that these authorities were not

provided by the Act.

Notwithstanding the author's failure to support their

thesis through a credible legislative history or by established
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practice, they further maintain that the ordinary meaning of

"reasonable terms" is unambiguous and includes price, and that

its definition requires no further judicial inquiry except in

rare and exceptional circumstances (page 650, lines 1-4).

This they maintain is supported by the Scalia rule:

[First]! find the ordinary meaning of the
language in its textual context; and second,
using established canons of construction, ask
whether there is any clear indication that
some permissible meaning other than the
ordinary applies. If not - and especially if
a good reason for the ordinary meaning appears
plain - we apply the ordinary meaning.

The authors support their position by citing

a number of court decisions that the authors maintain

defines "reasonable terms" as including price. However,

even if this was considered to be correct, the inclusion

of price within "reasonable terms" in these cases is in

a "textual context" completely different from the

context of the Bayh-Oole Act. As such, these cases

provide no insight whatever of the definition of

"reasonable terms" in the "textual context" of the Bayh-

Dole Act, and should be dismissed as irrelevant.

Further, we submit that the authors have

completely misapplied the Scalia rule, as it is clear

extua.l context" ot the Act, and even if it was not

that "reasonable terms" is unambiguous within the

- ..

(which is not the case), a permissible meaning other
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achieve its intended objectives. In short, it is clear

that to define "reasonable terms" in the manner

suggested by the authors would preclude reaching the

objectives of the Act, which is clearly in conflict with

the intend of the Scalia rule which requires defining

terms in a manner consistent with the objectives of the

statute from which they are derived.

Our views are also clearly consistent even

with the authors own comment that,

U.S. law always has held that absent a clearly
explicit statutory intent to the contrary,
ordinary words ... must be interpreted with
their ordinary meaning (page 649, lines 14 on
through line 1 on page 650).

A clear explicit statutory intent is present

in the Act which requires "reasonable terms" to be read

consistent with that intent, and not in a manner that

defeats such intent and the proper application of the

Scalia rule.

Accordingly, we feel strongly that Mr. Love's

request should be denied, as there is nothing whatever

within the Act and its legislative history that supports

his view that the Act reserves in the government the

authority to challenge the price of drugs licensed under

a patent resulting from Department funded research,
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stated policy and objective of the Act. It is even

clearer that the Department has no authority to require

data from the developer supporting that prices charged

are reasonable.

We further note for the Department's

consideration that the article maintains that its thesis

is also applicable to the Federal Technology Transfer

Act of 1986 (page 648, lines 1-5). This is incorrect on

its face, as there is no expressed authority whatever in

the FTTA to challenge the pricing of inventions made in

the performance of CRADA's. However, the grant of Mr.

Love's request would most likely act as incentive to

make similar requests involving inventions made in

performance of CRADA's.
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SUMMARY OF THE TESTIMONY OF ANDREW NEIGHBOUR

Over the past twenty years or so. the NIH and research universities throughout the
United States who receive their funding support from extramural NIH grant programs
have developed a collaborative and effective alliance that yields enormous benefit for
our society and for mankind.

In this testimony, I will describe some of these benefits as well as some of the
challenges and controversies that have the potential to impede this success.

The passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980 was a bold and inspired move that shifted
from the government to universities the responsibility for protecting and commercializing
inventions made with federal funds. NIH has played a lead role in its implementation
and in building a strong alliance with research universities.

Universities have built effective programs for managing the intellectual property
generated from federal grants and contracts. They are committed to disseminating the
results of their research through publication and technology transfer to the public and
industry so that innovative products can improve the quality of life for our society.

Technology transfer is a complex and resource intensive actlvlty. The University of
California spends approximately $20 million per year to manage a portfolio of more than
5.000 inventions. and 1.000 active licenses. 1,000 new inventions are disclosed each
year.

Major discoveries that resulted from NIH-funded research at the University of California
have included new technologies for improving radiographic imaging, improved methods
to develop and deliver therapeutic drugs, and novel diagnostics for people and animals.
In addition. NIH funding has formed a major platform of research that has fostered
additional federal and private funding spawning a plethora of high value products.

Success has resulted in some criticism which, I believe. is founded mostly on three
misunderstandings that are discussed in this testimony in greater detail:

• Technology transfer is not a linear process;
• Money is an incomplete measure of technology transfer performance; and
• Universities do not do technology transfer to make money.

The reality is that fundamental advances in life sciences and biomedicine have arisen
from NIH funding, and the technology transfer laws and practices have aided their
development into useful and valuable knowledge and products from which the public
derive enormous benefit.

Disturbing this activity would impede the advantages and benefits that accrue from the
alliance between the NIH, universities and industry that has emerged from passage of
the Bayh-Dole Act.
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Andrew Neighbour, Ph.D.
Associate Vice Chancellor for Research
The University of California, Los Angeles

Chairman Bilirakis, Ranking Member Brown, Representative Waxman and Members of the

SUbcommittee:

On behalf of the University of California, I welcome this opportunity to testify before this

subcommittee on the topic of "NIH: Moving Research from the Bench to the Bedside," As the

Executive Director for the Office of Research Administration at UCLA, I am responsible for the

management of both publicly and privately sponsored research for the campus, and for the

transfer of its innovative technologies to the marketplace, I have enjoyed more than twenty

years working in the realm of technology transfer in both academic and corporate sectors, I

also serve as a Board Member of the Council on Governmental Relations (COGR), an

association of more than 150 leading US research universities, and am the incoming chair of

COGR's Committee of Contracts and Intellectual Property.

BACKGROUND

Over the past twenty years or so, the NIH and research universities throughout the United

States who receive their funding support from extramural NIH grant programs have developed a
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collaborative and effective alliance that yields enormous benefit for our society and for mankind.

In my remarks today, while I will describe some of these benefits, I will also discuss the

challenges and controversies that have the potential to impede this success.

The passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980 was a bold and inspired move that shifted from the

government to universities the responsibility for protecting and cornmercializlnq inventions made

with federal funds. The Act applies to research funded by any federal agency. However,

because most life sciences and biomedical research is supported through the NIH, and this

segment tends to generate the most intellectual property, it is the NIH that plays perhaps the

most visible role in Bayh-Dole implementation. Over the past twenty years or so, the guidance,

oversight and coordination provided by NIH has served to build a collaborative alliance between

academe and the government leading to more and more effective technology transfer.

In the University of California alone, more than 6,500 individual scientists have reported new

inventions since the enactment of Bayh-Dole representing the creation of a vast research

enterprise that has brought immeasurable and invaluable benefits to society.

Perhaps the prototypical example of the benefit of federal/university collaboration is the 1973

discovery by Cohen and Boyer of recombinant DNA technology, otherwise known as "gene

splicing." In research funded by the American Cancer Society, National Science Foundation

and NIH, these two scientists at Stanford and the University of California discovered the means

to insert genetic material artificially into native DNA. This technique launched an entire new

industry called "biotechnology." As you will note, this invention predated Bayh-Dole. However,

because of a special "patent agreement" with NIH, Stanford and the University of California

were allowed to elect title to the patent and, in so doing, assumed the responsibility for licensing
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the invention. During the life of the patent, Stanford's technology transfer office executed and

managed more than 300 non-exclusive licenses with this growing biotechnology industry.

With this experience in view, many individuals and organizations believed that the task was well

beyond the means and capabilities of the government. Consequently, they encouraged the

Congress to consider moving the responsibility for commercializing federally funded inventions

from the government agencies to the University receiVing the federal grants. Passage of Bayh

Dole conferred not only the right to take title to inventions arising from government-funded

research, but also an obligation to commercialize these inventions diligently for the benefit of the

public. With this mandate, Universities began the difficult task of developing technology transfer

programs equipped to steward their newly acquired intellectual property assets.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

With the largest academic research enterprise in the US and perhaps the world, the University

of California system has built a technology transfer program that many consider to be among

the most effective yet developed. Initially, the program was centered in the Office of the

President as a central Office of Technology Transfer. As experience grew, the University

realized the merits of moving some of the activities to the local campuses, particularly those With

large research programs. Presently, the larger campuses (and the federal laboratories

managed by the University) perform most of the technology activities at the local campus. The

system OTT provides coordination, oversight, policy review, legal support and some licensing

support. The individual campuses that have their own technology transfer offices manage the

licensing of their portfolios locally. The system as a whole expends approximately $10-12

million per year in operating expenses and the same amount in "out-of-pocket" patenting costs

to manage almost 1,000 new inventions received each year. The University has accumulated a

total portfolio of more than 5,000 active inventions in its system wide portfolio and monitors
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almost 1,000 patent licenses with industry. In FY02, the University executed 125 new patent

licenses and 55 plant licenses. In summary, the process involves the evaluation of inventions,

protection of the intellectual property through patent or copyright, marketing to industry,

negotiating and executing licenses, and monitoring the licensees' diligence in commercializing

inventions.

Since the Cohen-Boyer invention, major discoveries that resulted from NIH-funded research at

the University of California have included new technologies for improving radiographic imaging,

improved methods to develop and deliver therapeutic drugs, and novel diagnostics for people

and animals. In addition, NIH funding has formed a major platform of research that has fostered

additional federal and private funding spawning a plethora of high value products. UCLA alone

has brought to the public many valuable advances in healthcare including devices to correct

brain aneurisms, the nicotine patch to control tobacco addiction, positron emission tomography

(PET scanning), and new diagnostics for breast and prostate cancer. All of these examples

were either directly or indirectly supported by NIH and the technology transfer process.

Unfortunately, however, these very successes have turned a spotlight onto the process which,

in turn, has caused some to ask just how successful are we? Are we getting too rich from tax

payer supported research? Or perhaps we are wasting this resource and not realizing adequate

return on investment.

While oversight and monitoring of federally supported programs is clearly appropriate and

desirable, some of the criticisms appear to be founded on misunderstandings of the process

and the drivers that motivate its participants.
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In my view, there are three myths that underlie most of the criticism of the technology transfer

process. They can be briefly summarized as:

(i) Technology transfer is a simple linear activity from "bench to bedside;"

(ii) Money is a sound measure of performance and value; and

(iii) Universities commercialize their inventions to create wealth for themselves.

I will now amplify each of these myths.

MYTH #1: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IS A LINEAR ACTIVITY

Previous speakers have provided definitions of the term "technology transfer." Many people

who are not familiar with technology transfer conjure in their minds a somewhat linear activity,

whereby federally funded research in the university results in a new discovery. Then driven by

the Bayh-Dole Act, the university technology transfer office: reviews the invention for

commercial Viability; elects title; files a patent; markets it to industry; negotiates a license; and

the product, perhaps a new therapy for a major disease, goes to market. In other words, an

academic researcher discovers a new drug and soon afterwards it shows up in the pharmacy.

Like many other things, this process is not as simple as that. In observing that gravity could

bend light waves, Einstein showed nearly a century ago that the shortest distance between two

points is not a straight line but a curve. Thus, we too should imagine a technology transfer

process that is not linear, but rather one whose beginnings and endings merge to form a circle.

For example, while public funding supports discovery, the early stage inventions made in the

basic science laboratory of a university frequently attract support from the private sector.

Collaborations with industry that follow may then lead to the building of new products on the

knowledge and platform technologies made by the university scientist. Industry turns these
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through lengthy development cycles over many years into products, Most product candidates

wither along the way; few make it through development and testing to the market Product

sales generate profits and wealth, some of which is returned through taxation to restore the

federal coffers, In addition, through sponsored research and philanthropy, industry reinvests

some of this wealth into new research, Sometimes new discoveries become the platform for the

creation of new companies that bring new jobs to our communities and sustain economic

development through taxes, Royalties paid to the university are shared with the inventor and

the university portion is used to sustain the technology transfer process, build new research

infrastructure, and support new discovery programs.

lin fiscal year 2002, 973 new inventions were reported to University of California technology

transfer offices adding to a total invention portfolio of more than 5,000 active cases, On receipt

of a new invention disclosure, the first task for the technology transfer office (TTO) is to

determine what funding sources were used to support the research yielding the new discovery,

This is done to establish whether prior rights may be attached to the invention based on

commitments to the funding source. If supported with any NIH grants or contracts (or any other

federal agency), the invention will fall under the conditions of the Bayh-Dole Act requiring that

we report the invention and decide whether or not to elect title and file for intellectual property

protection through the US Patent and Trademark Office, To arrive at this decision, the TTO

must exercise professional judgment based on a scientific, technical and business assessment

to determine the commercial viability of the invention, Is it a profound scientific breakthrough

with no commercial utility? Is it perhaps, simply a better mousetrap for which there is no market

need? Or perhaps it is so new, that there are no comparable products in the market The point

being that technology transfer is not a straightforward process in which research by NIH always

generates inventions with an obvious value in the marketplace. A certain medical school dean

once asked me why we didn't only patent "the good ones." Because many University inventions
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are so unrefined and untested, it is difficult to determine with certainty the future path for the

majority of the inventions that faculty researchers disclose. Illustrative of the process is the oft

used axiom of the princess kissing frogs in search of a prince.

Once the patent application is filed, the TTO sets about marketing the invention to appropriate

industry partners in the hope of finding one willing to develop the invention into a product under

a suitable contract or license. Frequently, the inventions themselves are valuable not as an

actual saleable product. but as a technology that will assist the corporate partner in developing

their own products. A common example arising from NIH-funded research might be the

discovery of a new cellular component that is responsible for triggering cancer growth. It may

be possible to gain a patent on the discovery of this protein and on its use as a target for drugs

that might inhibit its function and stop cancer cells from spreading. The drug. in this example,

would be developed exclusively by the company. However, they might need a license to the

original invention and access to the knowledge and skill of the university inventor in order to

develop their commercial product effectively.

Having found a company interested in licensing the invention, the TTO negotiates a license that

establishes the obligations of the licensee to develop the invention diligently at its expense and

to pay fees and royalties against future product sales in return for the license to make, use

and/or sell the invention.

The "frog-prince analogy" is a good one as there is an enormous Winnowing effect with very few

discoveries getting through this process and reaching the marketplace. On average, the

University of Califomia files new patent applications on 45-50% of the new inventions disclosed

each year. Approximately 30% of these will issue as US patents, and less than half of those will
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ever be licensed. To recap, of the 973 new discoveries received in 2002, only 5% will be

licensed" Many of these will fail to reach the market

To close the loop on this circular process, however, it should be stressed that the discovery is

often the beginning of a new process. Exposure to the researcher and his or her invention by

the company frequently generates a new interest that results in the company becoming a

private sponsor of a new research program in the inventor's laboratory. In addition, under those

rare circumstances where a highly commercial invention does yield a successful product in the

marketplace, income earned from royalties by the University is reinvested into research, and the

companies tax obligations result in sources of revenue to fund future agency research

appropriations, thereby completing the circle.

From this discussion, the Subcommittee will I hope appreciate the complexity of technology

transfer and the relative difficulty of moving inventions from bench to bedside.

MYTH #2: MONEY IS A SOUND MEASURE OF PERFORMANCE AND VALUE

For the external observer, it is tempting and easy to measure technology transfer by the amount

of money it yields. For any given University, this would mean examining the annual gross

revenues derived from licensing its inventions. The technology transfer circle is like a catherine

wheel, a firework (popular in Great Britain) consisting of a disk with rockets equally spaced

around its perimeter" When lit, it spins at high speed and showers energy and light in a broad

circumference. Indeed, some licenses generate income, but the research enterprise yields so

much more" In reality technology transfer includes the training and graduation of students who

move into the world as trained scientists and professionals. Knowledge is created and shared

through publication and presentation. Faculty scientists serve as consultants and advisors to
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the public and private sectors. While some inventions must be patented to ensure commercial

interest and value, not all discoveries benefit society through licensing and commercialization.

Counting dollars to quantify technology transfer ignores these other sometimes more valuable

benefits that accrue from federally supported research activities in the University.

A letter from Carl Feldbaum, President of the Biotechnology Industry Organization, dated June

11, 2001 to Dr. Maria Friere, then Director of Technology Transfer at NIH, succinctly and

thoroughly lists the varied and significant returns on investment that accrue to the public from

NIH-sponsored research. These include basic science knowledge and understanding; the

development of new therapeutics and diagnostics; scientific training that provides employees for

a rapidly growing new biotechnology industry; research tools to advance scientific research; and

the licensing of new inventions from both intramural and extramurally-funded research.

Furthermore, a quantitative performance assessment is predicated on the assumption that more

money means greater societal value. Is a University that makes many millions of dollars from

an improvement in cell phone technology necessarily more successful at technology transfer

than one that develops a cure for a rare disease that may yield less than one hundred thousand

dollars?

Critics of academic technology transfer who focus on the revenue streams derived from

licensing often erroneously contend that universities should not get rich from exploiting tax

payer's funds. Simply put, universities do not "get rich" from their technology transfer activities.

The University of California, widely held to be one of the most successful university systems in

the field of technology transfer averages an annual gross income from licensing of

approximately $80 million. After payment of legal expenses, the cost of providing technology

transfer services, and the inventor's share, $20-25 million is returned to the system to support
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This amount represents less than one percent of the total research

expenditures of the UC system. The annual survey published by the Association of University

Technology Managers (AUTM) shows that fewer than ten universities generated more than $20

million in gross revenues in FY2002. In virtually all cases, this was because each had a single

invention that yielded the majority of the income. At the University of California, 25 inventions

from its total active portfolio of 5,000 produced 68% of its annual income.

Similarly, few individual inventors receive significant funds from their inventions. Since most

inventions yield less than $10,000 in gross royalties per year, few faculty inventors realize any

significant gains from the 35% revenue share that must be split with their co-inventors.

It has also been argued by some that royalty bearing licenses of federally funded discoveries

contribute to unreasonable pricing of "blockbuster" drugs. While it has been clearly documented

that few if any of these drugs arose directly from federally funded research, it has been

unequivocally demonstrated that drug pricing is determined by the high cost of development and

testing required before a drug can be sold, and that royalty obligations have negligible effect on

market price of these treatments.

Paradoxically, NIH was recently criticized for not charging a high enough royalty for technology

it developed that was part of a major drug now marketed by Bristol-Myers Squibb,

Therefore, measuring technology transfer accomplishments by the amount of money an

invention generates for the university or the inventors fails to capture the broader benefits to the

public that accrue from NIH-funded research and the larger research enterprise.
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MYTH #3: UNIVERSITIES COMMERCIALIZE THEIR INVENTIONS TO CREATE WEALTH

FOR THEMSELVES

Focusing on the income derived from licensing for one moment, an experienced businessman

would conclude that based upon return on investment ratios, University technology transfer is

largely unsuccessful. A quick search of the Patent Office database shows that the Regents of

the University of California have been awarded 4,313 US patents since 1975. That's more than

Pfizer, Inc., (2,774) and less than Merck (6,346). While the University may thus be in the same

league as certain Fortune 100 companies, there are fundamental difference in its

commercialization strategies. For profit companies focus their research in market segments in

which they do business. Typically, they support internal research and development for the

purpose of expanding their targeted strategic business interests. Universities not only attempt

to broaden their research enterprise across all disciplines, they do not direct the research

objectives of their faculty. Another particularly critical point is that the university relies on their

own faculty to decide whether or not to publish their findings or to seek a proprietary position on

their discoveries before they are more broadly disseminated. Protecting the right of its faculty to

select topics on which they conduct their research and to publish whatever and whenever they

see fit are among the basic tenets of academic freedom. Consequently, university inventions

that may have great potential value do sometimes find their way in to the public domain for all to

use without the exclusionary protection of a patent. If universities were to run technology

transfer as a business, we would behave very differently.

The mission of the research university is education, the pursuit of knowledge, and public

service. Basic academic studies of bacteria in hot springs in far away places may seem eclectic

to some. But imagine how a drug for cancer would have been discovered by a major

multinational pharmaceutical company had it not been for laboratory processes that use
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enzymes isolated from these very bacteria to manipulate genes to produce the drugs that now

treat patients.

The primary purpose of technology transfer in a research university is to provide a supportive

and sustained environment for the researcher to flourish. Licensing generates corporate

collaborations building partnerships with industry. Companies have resources that Universities

cannot afford that academic scientists need access to for their research. Some inventions will

stall without corporate involvement. Many potential life science-based discoveries need the

formulation, manufacturing, testing and marketing skills of corporations to turn them from an

academic discovery to one that can be dispensed from the pharmacy. As indicated above,

revenues from technology licensing represent less than one percent of our total research budget

and a fraction of a percentage point of total operations. Given the cost of technology transfer

and the relatively low cash returns, this is an ineffective source of operating capital and the

University does not view its purpose to be one of budget supplementation.

Universities measure their success by their contribution to the spinning catherine wheel. Not

only how many inventions has it yielded, and how many have made it into the market to provide

benefit to the public, but also how many graduates has it prepared for the world. State

universities support and contribute to local economic development. Growth of its research

enterprise creates jobs in the university itself. Sometimes it generates new ventures that grow

in to new companies. The leading biotech companies like Amgen and Genentech all grew from

academic origins. At the University of California alone, more than 200 new companies have

been spun out based on new technologies invented by its faculty in recent years.
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CONCLUSION

In supporting the Bayh-Dole Act and our role in technology transfer, universities are faced with a

conundrum. On one-hand, some believe that we are getting rich using tax payers' support

through federal grants from NIH and other agencies. Conversely, some argue that we should

derive a greater financial return on investment and criticize us for being incompetent and

wasting federal or public funds.

The reality, however, is revealed when one measures the broader value and benefits that

emanate from the university academic enterprise - namely the fundamental advances in

knowledge and technology arising directly and indirectly from the creative efforts of hundreds of

thousands of expert academic scientists and their students. The enablement of new products

that have changed our world, especially in the form of improved understanding of disease, of

accurate diagnostics, and effective therapeutics that allow the dying to live and improve the

quality of life of so many.

What would the world be like today without our knowledge of the human genetic code;

recombinant DNA tools to splice and correct genes; ways to map and fingerprint DNA to convict

the guilty and let the innocent free? All of these technologies together with vaccines and new

drugs began in universities that were financed in whole or in part with federal funds through the

NIH. Imagine a world where our collective expertise that has been built over the past 20 years

to bring these and other innovations forward is eroded and impeded by changing the law

because a minority feel it's not working - a feeling founded on a lack of knowledge and

understanding of the complexity of the task.

The alliance with NIH is working. Guidelines developed and promulgated by the agency

encourage the broad dissemination of research tools developed in universities that can facilitate
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new research discoveries. Giving Universities the opportunity and the right to manage their

inventions assures that they will be transferred diligently and effectively in a manner beyond the

capabilities and resources of the agency if it were to carry this responsibility alone.

Mr. Chairman, Subcommittee Members, it is my fervent belief that this alliance between the

NIH, the universities and the industrial sector is working well. We must preserve it, but we must

also continue to strive to enhance its effectiveness, and to ensure that arbitrary impediments are

removed for the sake of the public and this Nation. With a greater knowledge and

understanding of the technology transfer process and the accomplishments of NIH and their

academic partners, you will playa key role in protecting these beneficial outcomes.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify before you today.
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The costs of developing a new drug keep escalating as the
research behind the discovery of every new candidate
molecule becomes ever more sophisticated and the regula
tory process becomes more stringent and long drawn out
An estimate made some years ago suggested that it costs
as much as 500 million dollars (Rs 2000 crores) to develop a
single successful product. There are lower estimates, but
these would only scale down the cost by a factor of two, at
best. The costs, of COllUS jnclude the eXfaenses of follow
ing many faTIe tnnis. In order-to keep aile afllie competi
tion multinationlil pharmaceutical companies need to make
huge investments in research and development; an impera
tive that has catalyzed many mergers in the drug industry.
The marriage of Glaxo Wellcome and Smith Kline Beecham
has created a behemoth, with an estimated revenue last year
of $23.6 billion and an annual R&D expenditure of about
$3.7 billion. But, if these figures look large, the Pfizer-War
ner Lambert alliance seems.to have created a competitor for
the position of champion R&D spender; with the research
budget of $4 billion from a total revenue of $29.1 billion. (To
help readers, who like this writer find conversions difficult, I
billion dollars translates to approximately Rs 4000 crores.) In
analysing the spate of mergers a recent article sums up suc
cinctly: 'being the biggest kid on the block has become the
hottest game in town' (B. Agnew, Science, 2000,287, 1952)

But why is research aimed at new drug development be
coming so expensive. After all Alexander Fleming discov
ered the antibacterial properties of mold secretions
serendipitously; although it did take a few years and the
skills ofEmest Chain and Howard Florey, spurred on by the
exigencies of wartime, to produce penicillin in the 194Os. Did
not Edward Jenner produce the almost magical smallpox
vaccine based solely on his keen observation of the resis-
tance of milkmaids exposed to cowpox? Was not Pasteur's
rabies vaccine discovered with little investment? Is it not a
fact that aspirin, so widely used today, has had many of its
beneficial effects discovered accidentally over the course of
a century of use? Unfo,l;l!Wately in modern times the proc
ess of drug discovery lias become ifibIe complex, the crite-

~
. on that must be met before human use has become

, extremely stria and [fie ran e of diseases for which thera
peutics are t as WI ene amatically. The thalido
mide tragedies 0 e s provided a lesson that will not
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be forgotten. Today any new and promising molecule must
pass through several phases of testing to detect toxic ef
fects before approval for human use. These procedures cost
both time and money.

An obvious corollary of the high cost of drug research is
that companies will invest ouly in R&D activities, that en
sure the highest returns if a. successful product emerges.
Research in the areas of diabetes, hypertension and cardio
vascular disease, central nervous system disorders and the
aihnents of old age and cancer among others, may have the
highest chances of a payoff, with large, anticipated markets
in the developed world. In contrast, many 'Third World
diseases' like malaria, filariasis, leisInnaniasis ('kala azar')
and a host of others may be poor targets for attack Even if
a successful therapeutic is developed, the possibilities of
recovering the costs of R&D and turning a tidy profit are
poor. Focusing on dise2§fi§ which afflict a largepopulation 1
steeped in rwm can hardlY he considered as a viable
strate~ for a ~harmaceuhCal company driven by the im
perat;s d ih market ni1CG. hili teant resurgence of tu
berculosis research in the West may be traced directly to
the reemergence of the disease in the developed world, in
the wake of immune suppression in AIDS Victims. The
emergence of drug-resistant strains adds a new dimension
of urgency. The fight against the orphan diseases of the
Third World has sometimes benefitted from the munificence
of rich governments subsidizing the costs of private R&D
and from a few acts of philanthropy by large companies;
African river blindness and trypanosomiasis ('sleeping
sickness') are two examples, where successful therapeutics
have emerged from multinational R&D laboratories. But, it is
unlikely that future struggles against the diseases specific
to the Third World can rely exclusively on well-intentioned
charity.

What is the situation in drug research in India? The
pharmaceutical industry in this country has grown on two
strengths; synthetic chemistry and chemical engineering.
Clever process development has permitted the economical
production of well-known drugs, under the umbrella of pat
ent laws which do not allow protection of molecules; the
process patent and not the product patent has allowed
cheap, legal production of bulk pharmaceuticals. Under
standably, multinational companies which invest hundreds
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of millions of dollars on R&D have always felt cheated~
most ortethese com£.anies have engineered abnorm y
high prices in therr gwp pative markets, pleading high costs
of produc'tion. But the rules of the game are set to change
soon, as fu;; rruplementation of the TRIPS agreement will
result in the protection of product patents in India. This
sceptre has seen Iudian pharmaceutical companies enhance
their R&D spending; but no single company in India has
the financial muscle power to even imagine competing with
the multinationals. The pragmatic strategy appears to be the
hope that R&D efforts can result in some leads, which can
then be licensed to major international companies, which in
turn will then underwrite the costs of future development.
The Third World's basket of diseases are unlikely to attract
much support in this scenario.

I
As in most other spheres, thus far the Govermnent has

been the major supporter of research in the area of drug
development. Several national laboratories and academic
institutions have ongoing programs in this broad area; the
Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow serving as the
flagship of this enterprise. But, as in other areas, the sheer
pace of advance in biomedical research 1TIls left liiOianinsti
tutions completely in the lurch. From a field which relied
predominantly on chemistry, pharmacology and clinical
sciences, contemporary drug research requires major inputs
from fast moving fields like genomics, structural, molecular
and cellular biology, which constitute the fundamental core
of modem biotechnology. The rapidly developing method
ologies of combinatorial chemistry and high throughput
screening, which are at the heart of the new paradigm of
'irrational drug discovery' are still largely unknown and
unpractised in India. The level of technological accom
plishment in the laboratories is primitive, handicapped as we
are by a lack of resources and more importantly, manpower
of the right kind. The cutting edge of drug discovery re
search is a confluence of several disciplines, which bud off
from the major streams of chemistry, biology, physics and
computer science. This inteJ:QiBgjpljnarity poses many
problems, in an enviromnent where boundaries between

t«l, 1./£ I)tJtIr WM;nlll1tte
bll'JSAJ.il!lIlUJ!I\IIE .'. '. .
i\!W n;.;;~ lHlll!IliIt
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departments are drawn in immovable stone. Modem drug
research also requires an organized effort; an orchestrated
team game in which individual interests may prove subser
vient to a larger goal. Paul Ehrlich kpew what he was talking
abo sa . 'LabOrato work is child's play m ..~
com son; el n WI 0 or It will not, an a IS j('
the e 0 It. But if you ave 0 epen on un e so'
collaborators, and each of them believes that he can do bet-
ter than any other, life really can be made rather difficult and
bitter'. , I. e.

Our successes in other 'mission mode' projects in the f!_~ '!i....
strategic R&D arena are sometimes held as models for the UI""' .. .,) ~
conduct of organized research, directed from the top. But it
must be remembered that the committment of resources and
organizations to these programs have been substantial and
the technical goals clearly defined. The construction of an
atomic bomb or even the vastly more useful communica-
tions satellite require the implementation of tested designs
and procedures. The true 'intellectual property' is already
available. In the area pf 9mB resegwh the identification of
targets and the methodolasa fpf uUfm§ing the enemy are
much less well defmerihere are also no visible institutions I~
and personalities to champion major initiatives in this area. "
But the fact remains that we need to effectively combat the
many threats to human health, particularly infectious dis-
ease caused by microbial pathogens in our surroundings.
Some years ago Daniel Koshland, then editor of Science,
highlighted the problem by emphasizing the fact that 'be-
cause of the capacity of microbes to adapt to new circum
stances there will probably be a continuing battle for many
years, a subterranean war in which complacency and lack of
determination can result in pain and death' (Science, 1992,
257, 1021). There are many wars to be fought in the quest
for the new therapeutics of the future. It is time that our
agencies and institutions recognize the magnitude of the
problem and the all-too-obvious limitations of our 1aborato-
nes.

P. Balaram
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The Enactment of Bayh-Dole

ABSTRACT. The Bayh-Dcle Act of 1980 reversed 3S years
of public policy and gave universities and small businesses the
unfettered right to own inventions that resulted from federally
funded research. The Act was opposed by the Carter
administration, which had a different view of how to. utilize
the results of federally funded research to drive economic
development. It is not widely appreciated that the bill had died
in the regularsessionsofthe 96th Congressand was onlypassed
into law in a lame duck session necessitated to pass the budget.
Only a magnanimous gesture of respect for Senator Birch Bayh,
who had been defeated in the 1980 election, on the pan of
Senator RussellLong allowed the bill to receive the unanimous
consent needed to pass a bill in lame duck session.This article
lays out the roles of the key congressional staffers who forged
this historic compromiseand the last minute maneuversneeded
to obtain President Carter's signature.

. JEL Classificathm: O. 03, 031, 032

A recent article in the Economist (2002) said:

Possibly the most inspired piece of legislation to be
enacted in America over the past half-century was the
Bayh-Dole act of 1980.

It is unlikely that anyone in the technology
transfer community would dispute this statement,
and foreign countries are now adopting the Bayh
Dole model, most recently Germany and, in the
United Kingdom, Cambridge University, because
they want to replicate the high technology-led
economic development that Bayh-Dole is gener
ally credited with having helped create. In the
United States, however, a small number within
academia and on Capitol Hill have expressed
concerns about some of the consequences of
Bayh-Dole, discounted its impact and advocated
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reforms of some-Of~provisions (Nelson et al.,
2001).

Given Bayh-Dole's success, it is surprising that
there is not more general awareness of how fragile
the coalition was that passed Bayh-Dole and
indeed that it almost didn't get passed at all.
Bayh-Dole was 'passed in a lame duck session of
Congress thanks to an incredible example of
Senatorial courtesy and barely survived a pocket
veto by Jimmy Carter, who signed it into law on
the last day possible.

Joseph Allen, currently the President of the
National Technology Transfer Center in Wheel
ing, West Virginia was at the center of the drama.
In 1974, Joe was 24 years old and got his first job
on Capitol Hill on the stalT of Senator John
Tunney (D., CAl. Tunney was defeated in the 1976
election and Senator Birch Bayh (D., IN) took
over Tunney's Subcommittee of the Senate Judi
ciary Committee. Allen joined Bayh's Subcommit
tee staff.

Coming out of World War II, the United States
was unchallenged in its political and economic
leadership of the free world. However, by the end
of the 1970s it was clear that U.S. industry had lost
its international competitiveness to Europe and,
particularly, to Japan. This process had started
with the successof the U.S. programs to rebuild its
Allies and former enemies and was completed by
the impact of the oil shocks of the 1960s and 1970s
on an economy dependent on cheap domestic
energy, Examples of the loss of competitiveness
abounded, from the loss of U.S. leadership in both
mature industries, such as automobiles and televi
sions, and emerging industries, such as memory
chips, and the creation of new industries domi
nated by Japanese companies but based on
American and European innovations, such as
VCR's and compact discs.

Stock market indices vividlyquantify the swings
in relative economic power. On August 6, 1957,

Irrrrr...4I Journal of Technology Transfer, 29, 93-99, 2004
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Introducing the Bill to the Senate on September
13, 1978, Birch Bayh said:

A wealth of scientific talent at American colleges and
universities-talent responsible for the development
of numerous innovative scientific breakthroughseach
year-is going to waste as a result of bureaucratic red
tape and illogical government regulations ...

The problem, very simply, is the present policy
followed by most government agencies of retaining
patent rights to inventions.

Government sponsored research is often basic rather
than applied research. Therefore, many of the
resulting inventions are at a very embryonic stage
of development and require substantial expenditures
before they actually become a product or applied
system of benefit to the.public.

It is not government's responsibility-or indeed, the
right of government-to assume the commercializa
tion function. Unless private industry has the
protection of some exclusive use under patent or
license agreements, they cannot afford the risk of
commercialization expenditures. As a result, many
new developments resulting from government
research are left idle.

The bill was circulated for support and com
ments so that it could be rapidly re-introduced
when Congress re-convened in 1979 for the 96th
Congress.

Bayh and Dole reintroduced the bill in 1979 as
S. 414, the Bayh-Dole Bill, titled "The University
and Small Business Patent Procedures Act". A
significant change from the earlier Dole-Bayh Bill
was the addition of provisions for licensing
Government-owned patents.

On April 8, 1979, the Washington Post pub
lished an article on the bill, highlighting the
shameful treatment of Norman Latker, who had
been fired by Joseph Califano, Secretary of HEW,
for his work on establishing Institutional Patent
Agreements which the Carter administration
vigorously opposed. Several of the universities
that had benefited from Institutional Patent
Agreements-in particular Wisconsin and Pur
due-rallied to Latker's defense. They met with
Allen and asked him to get Bayh and Dole to
intervene on Latker's behalf, which the Senators
did, publicly. Latker was reinstated.

Two days of hearings on the bill were held on
May 16 and June 6, 1979, before the Senate
Judiciary Committee, pitting two heavyweight
witnesses on opposite sides of the argument.
Arguing the case for Bayh-Dole was Elmer Staats,
Comptroller of the United States. He testified to
the failure of non-exclusive licensing to stimulate
investment in early stage inventions. Howard
Bremer talked about WARF's experiences. He
said:

Prior .to the effective date of the IPA, December I,
1968, no invention made at the University of
Wisconsin with funds from DHEW (Department of
Health, Education and Welfare) had been licensed to
industry-one invention not falling under the IPA
was licensed after that date. Since December I, 1968,
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation has
received a total of 69 invention disclosures under the
Institutional Patent Agreements, has filed 79 applica
tions on 55 of these disclosures and has had 55 U.S.
patents issued.

A total of 20 licenses were issued under one or more
of these patents and patent applications, of which 14
are still extant.

Arguing the case against Bayh-Dole was
Admiral Hyman B. Rickover, famous as the
"Father of the Nuclear Navy" and a close ally of
Senator Russell Long, who had long been a vocal
critic of private use of government patent rights.
Rickover argued that he had been able to develop
nuclearpower systems for the navy without having
had to give up property rights to the contractors.
He said:

In my opinion, government contractors-including
small businesses and universities- should not be
given title to inventions developed at government
expense. That is the gist of my testimony. These
inventions are paid for by the public and therefore
should be available for any citizen to use or not as he
sees fit.

It should be noted that in fact the Department
of Defense routinely gave waivers to its contrac
tors, which were invariably large companies, to
allow them to retain title to patents. The bill's
handlers tried to balance Rickover's views by
having small businesses testify, pointing out that
when they get government research contracts, the
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What sense does it make to spend billions of dollars
each year on government-supported research and
then prevent new developments from benefiting the
American people because of dumb bureaucratic red
tape?

However,trouble was brewing on the otherside of
the Capitol. The Carter Administration's bill, the
Kastenmeier Bill (Robert Kastenmeier, D., WI)
was passed out of the House Judiciary Committee
as HR-6933. On September 24, 1980, Russell Long
wrote to Bayh expressing his concerns about the
big business aspects ofHR-6933. On September 26
Bayh wrote back to Long promising to amend
HR-6933 when it came to the Senate. However,
time ran out aud Cougress adjourned for the 1980
elections with Bayh-Dole having no correspond
ing House counterpart that could lead, after a
House-Senate conference, to a bill that the
President could sign.

The 1980 elections produced one of the major
changes in the course of American history. Ronald
Reagan defeated Jimmy Carter and the Repub
licans won control of the Senate for the first time
since the Truman Administration. Birch Bayh was
defeated by Dan Quayle. Adlai Steveusou retired.
Robert Kastenmeier barely won reelection.
Legions of staffers would. be out of work come
January 15, 1981. Washington was turned upside
down and all bets were off.

However, Congress had adjourned without
passing the budget and had to return for a lame
duck session, so there was one last opportunity to
pass Bayh-Dole before one of its two named
spousors departed Capitol Hill forever. First Allen
tried to add Bayh-Dole to several "must pass"
House bills with the help of the Small Business
Committee staff, but no suitable vehicle could be
found. Then Bruce Lehman, who was on Kasten
meier's staff and who would one day become
Commissiouer of the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, called Allen with a deal. The House
Judiciary Committee, which Kastenmeier chaired,
had passed out an Omnibus Patent Bill. Kasten
meier would add the provisions of Bayh-Dole to
his bill in the House if Bayh would agree to accept
the other parts of the House bill affecting the
operations of the Patent and Trademark Office.
Bayh had competiug bills in the Senate on these
provisions but Allen accepted the deal. The House

then passed HR-6933 with Bayh-Dole inserted.
However, to become law the identical legislation
needed to be passed in the Senate before proceed
ing to the President for signature into law. Because
of this quirk of history, the official record shows
the legislative history of HR-6933 as the legislative
history of Bayh-Dole, not the legislative history of
S. 414, which could be problematic if a court is
ever called on to divine what the intent of
Congress was when it passed Bayh-Dole.

The rules of lame duck sessions are harsh.
There is no time for debate, so bills can only be
passed by unanimous consent and a single Senator
can block a piece oflegislatiou by simply placing a
"hold" on the bill, meaning that they object to it
being considered for passage. By now there were
ouly a few days of the lame duck sessiou left.

Allen's first concern was Russell Long who had
been au implacable opponent of Bayh-Dole. He
could now, by himself, kill the bill and, given the
duration, extent and passion of Long's opposition,
Allen was not optimistic. Wiley Jones, Long's
staffer, met with Allen in the final days of the
session and asked him two questions:

First he asked a question from Long: "Does
Birch really want this?" Allen answered quite
simply "Yes, he really wants it." The next question
was more difficult. With Bayh defeated, Allen was
also out of a job. If the bill was defeated in the
current Congress, Allen could use his intimate
knowledge of the issue to get hired by a returning
Senator who would then reintroduce the bill in the
next Senate. Jones asked Allen his own question,
staffer to staffer, friend to friend, "Is this bill good
for you, Joe, and do you really want it?" Allen
didn't blink. "Yes, I really want it." "OK", said
Jones, "As a farewell present to Birch, you've got
it." The U.S. Senate is rightly proud of its
tradition of Senatorial courtesy, and Long's will
ingness to yield on an issue on which he felt so
strongly is a stunning example of this courtesy. It
is hard to imagine an act of such Senatorial
courtesy in the current climate in Congress.

Allen thought he was home free. However, on
November 21, 1980, as the 96th Congress ground
to a close, Allen found that Majority leader
Robert Byrd's staff (D., WV) had received a
hold on considering the bill from a Democratic
Senator. The identity of the dissenter was not
revealed to Allen, but he worked out that it had
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through a network of federally funded technology
development centers. In his Presidential Memor
andum on Patent Policy of 1982, Reagan backed
the Bayh-Dole approach. Whether this was the
result of blind adherence to political philosophy,
inspired government insight or simply the easier
choice for a young administration fighting another
oil price shock by avoiding the need to create a
whole new bureaucracy will probably never be
known.
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ALVIN BROWDY (1917-'998)
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Ashley J. Stevens
Director, Office of Technology Transfer
Boston University Community Technology Fund
108 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215

Dear Ashley,

Thank you for your kind words, They act as an
incentive to keep involved.

I have a growing concern about the populist attack on
Bayh-Dole by dimwits like Ms. Rai. I'm attaching her latest
pronouncement. Here again she fails to recognize that her
"dedication" concept destroys the inventor's incentive to pursue
involvement in moving to the marketplace.

I think it's important to document the 1970's debate
leading to passage of the Act (notwithstanding my involvement)
as it should act to put those suggesting inconsistent positions
on the defensive.

At any rate, I would very much like to assist your
efforts anytime you wish.

Bes~ards,

Norman J. Latker

NJL:jab
G:\ITT1\MISC\LtrNJL-Astevens24MR03.doc
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Subject. Norm FYI
From: "Latker, Carole(NlHINIGMS)" <LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov>
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 200409:43:45 -0500
To: '"Latkerc@bellatlantic.net''' <LatkerC@bellatiantic.net>

THE WASHINGTON FAX
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 2004

Open, collaborative research models can avoid intellectual property
problems, Duke's Rai says

Biomedical researchapproaches modeled on the qualities of the opensourcesoftware movement can avoidproblems
associated withhavingintellectual propertyrights on researchproducts, such as increased transactioncosts, Duke
Universi1y LawSchool professor Arti Rai maintainedat a HealthPolicyForumhostedby DukeMarch 19.

The forum, co-hosted by Sen.E1izabethDole (R-N.C.) and Rep.DavidPrice (D-N.C.), examined the impact of
intellectual property rights on the innovation process. Rai discussed her researchon the Wll¥S open,collaborative
researchproduction processes -such as distributed genome database annotationefforts, the HumanGenomeProject, the
Haplo1ype Map Projectand the Alliancefor CellSignaling- workin biomedical research.

Characteristics of thesekindsof researchapproaches includepromotion offree and immediateaccessto data and
receiving contributions from a coordinated, decentralized networkof researchers.

Rai explained the movement towardopenand collaborative researchefforts seems to be driven by the increasing
prevalence and importance of computational biology, whereworkcan be divided, completed remotely and integrated
later, as wellas systems biology, which requiresmultiple groupsto tackle researchproblems too complex for a single
laboratory.

Patentson biomedical researchintellectual propertyoften have been overly broad, the Duke professor said, creating
a situationwhereinnovationmaybe stifledby the hurdlesof securinglicensesto perform researchin an area where
patentsare held.

Rai saidher researchhas indicatedthe "opensource" biomedical researchapproachis "promising" in some areas,
assertingNIH efforts to encourage this 1ype of researchprodnction shonldbe supported.

Shespecifically mentionedthe large-scale collaborative researchprojectawards,knownas "gluegrants," in several
NIH institutes, for example the NationalInstituteof General Medical Sciences. The grants are intendedto support
collaborative activities and resources for groupsof researchers workingon the same complex biological problem.

Rai alsomentioned the NIH policyrequiringinvestigators seekingmore than $500,000 in fundingto includea plan
for data dissemination in their application. A final rule on that policywas announced in Febrnary2003, and it went into
effectin October.

In addition to the argumentthat "opensource" researchmodels couldavoidpatent-related problems,Rai also
commented the open,collaborative modelwouldhave otheradvantages, including increasingoverall progressthrough
eohanced reseatch coordination.

Also speaking at the forumwas fellowDuke Law School professor JamesBoyle,co-director of the university's
Centerfor the Studyof the PublicDomain.

Boyle saidthe last 25 years haveseen an ''unparalleled expansion" in the scopeof intellectualpropertyrights,
throughbothlegislative and judicial action. Whilehe assertedintellectualproperty systems are neededto promote
innovation whenset up in the correct way, Boylepresented a groupof "mistaken beliefs" that are weakeningthe positive
effects of the1Prights system.

For example, he warnedagainst movingtowarda situationwhereconcepts such as businessmethods couldbe
patented. Theextensionof1Prights into the rea1m of factsand ideas is "particularly worrisome" for science, Boylenoted.
"Theworstexample of this is the increasingtendency to drive intellectualpropertyrights downinto the data layer - the
layeroffacts," he said.Boylecautioned against the wisdom of allowingpatentson gene sequences and criticizedcurrent
legislationaimed at protectingdatabases.

TheDatabase and Collections of Information Misappropriations Act (HR 3261) is an "unparalleled assault ou the
idea that 1Prightsneverdescendinto the rea1m of facts," Boyle said.The bill has been consideredby the HouseJudiciary
and Energyaod Commerce Committees, but has not seena floorvote. (see Washington Fax 11/26/03b)

The ideathat additionalpropertyrights necessarily giverise to moreprosperityalso is false,Boylesaid, explaining

3/24/2004 10:00AM
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. too muchprotection ofIP rightscould lead to moredifficultaccess to the "rawmaterials" of innovation -
"upsrream" data and research tools. Striking a properbalance between enoughIP rightsto promote innovation, but not
too many to stifleaccess to upstreani tools, is critical, Boyle indicated.

- Scott C. Jenkins

Carole

Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSRlNIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480·8506 (fax)
latkerc@nigms.nih.gov

3/241200410:00 AM
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Director.Office of1'echno!QB)' t~ans.rer
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DearNorm

By Facsimile: (301) 951.0509" g•
NormanLatker, Esq.
5112 Edgemore Lane
Bethesda. MD 20814
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Thanks for yourcall this afternqen, I wish the answerfiad been thel>P!'oslle, buf the facts are the
facts! I &1 r ~ f t?t p,J I'~In'" ,', (,.. (j;1 tJ )
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It was trulygreat seeingyou/atAUTM. You are looking GREAT! I had been meaning to write
and follow up, so your Cf-ilnademe tum intentions into deed.

I'd like to come and visi . ith you sometime this summer, probably on a weekend (sincethis
activity will have to rem in a hobby as long as I need to maintainmy gainful employment) and
talk abouta follow-up aiticle on the administration role in Bayh-Dole and morespecifically, to
makeSUf~~OUf fUji.'.. is fullydocumented and credited,.
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Science
19 March 2004

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: NIH Roils Academe With
Advice on Licensing DNA Patents

The National Institutes ofHealth urges universities not to strangle the goose laying the golden biotech
eggs

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS-When academic scientists Stanley Cohen and Herbert Boyer successfully
spliced a functioning foreigu gene iuto a bacterium in 1973, the discovery helped launch the biotechnology
revolution-and ultimately produced a blockbuster patent that earned the iuventors and their universities
some $300 million. Since then, U.S. universities have patented more than 4500 DNA-based discoveries.
Although few have paid off like Cohen and Boyer's, the patents have helped attract the type of massive
private investments neededto move campus discoveries intotheclinic.

Critics, however, argue that academia's eagerness to patent genomic inventions is havingsome
negative side effects. Some campuses have licensed discoveries exclusively to a single company, for
iustance, reduciug competition that might spur innovation and drive down prices. And some experts worry
that a growing thicket of patent-related legal restrictions-especially on research tools-could strangle future
biomedical research.

This month the National Institutes of Health (NIH) offered a proposal aimed at cleariug out some of
the patent undergrowth. But the draft guideliues, unveiled here at a meetiug of university patent experts,'
are beiug criticized as premature and based on anecdote rather than evidence. Meanwhile, academic
researchers and the Ll.S. National Academies have launched studies of DNA-based patents intended to
iuform the debate. "There is often more rhetoric than data," says Robert Cook-Deegan, a policy specialist at
Duke University iu Durham, North Caroliua.

Gene king. The University ofCalifornia has patented more DNA discoveries than the government or
any company has.

SOURCE: L. WALTERSIKENNEDY INSTITUTE OF ETHICS/GEORGETOWN UNN.

NIH officials emphasize that their draft guidelines, labeled "best practices for the licensing ofgenomic
iuventions," is a work in progress. NIH technology transfer specialist Jack Spiegel advised the gathering of
patent administrators that federally funded researchers should seek to patent DNA-based inventions only if
the inventions will need "significant" private sectorinvestment to becomeproducts. And anypatented
iuventions should be licensed as widely as possible, with owners giviug nonprofit researchers and public
health agencies easy access. "An exclusive [Iicensiug] arrangement may not be the most beneficial one for
the public," the draft concludes.

Although the draft has not yet been circulated widely, university officials who have seen it say much of
it is not controversial. "Many of us are already doiug these things," says Thomas Ittelson, who handles
technology transfer issues for the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology's (MIT's) Whitehead Institute iu
Cambridge. For instance, making sure that licenses allow academics and public health agencies to freely
use patented technologies has become standard practice at major iustitutions, he says. Still, he and others
worry that NIH, although well-intentioned, may be moviug too quickly. In particular, they are concerned
that the guidelines could harden iuto regulations accompanying grants-as happened with earlier NIH
guidance on licensiug biomedical research tools.

Growth curve. The number ofU.S. patents on DNA products took off in the 1990s.
SOURCE: L. WALTERSIKENNEDY INSTITUTE OF ETHICS/GEORGETOWN UNIV.

That could codify some language that troubles university officials. The draft suggests, for example,
that exclusive licensing ofgene-related patents is haviug "detrimental short-term and long-term effects on
both the quantity and quality" ofhealth care. University-based technology transfer officers contacted by



Science described that concept as "annoyingly half-baked ... overly simplistic." One wondered, "Where did
that come from?" Several noted that small biotechnology companies often need to have exclnsive rights to
a nascent technology to raise sufficient venture capital. "The vibrancy of the biotechnology industry is
dependent on these exclusive licenses," says Ittelson, adding that he "was dismayed that NIH would even
think about drafting guidelines before we had all the facts."

NIH officials were somewhat surprised by the negative reaction. "I'm not sure we realized the impact
that some ofthe language would have," says one. The draft had been circulating within the agency for
months, the official said, and was intended to reflect NIH's own approach to patenting and licensing. The
NIH officials reassured critics that they have no timetable for finalizing the guidelines and welcome all
comments.

NIH is also sponsoring several studies aimed at providing new data on the scope and impact of
university gene patents. One is a nine-scholar effort led by former MIT licensing specialist Lori Pressman,
Cook-Deegan, and ethicist LeRoy Walters of Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. The team hss
begun to analyze the nearly 4400 DNA-based patents held by 30 top universities to determine what
discoveries academia is patenting and how they are licensed. Some preliminary findings--including that
very few of the patents bave been licensed to more than 10 users and nearly one-third have never been
licensed at all--may surprise some people, notes Walters. "The data may help us get past the anecdotes," he
says. The project should be completed later this year.

In the meantime, Walters's teamhas been sharing some of its numbers witha new NationalResearch
Council panel on gene patents that began work earlier this month. Led by Princeton University President
Shirley Tilghman, the panel aims to identify where intellectual property is either creating problems for
genomic research or helping fuel new discoveries. It hopes .thatthe result will inform all sides of the dehate
over how universities should handle DNA-based patents.
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Subject: Norm FYI
From: "Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS)" <LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov>
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2004 09:43:45 -0500
To: "'Latkerc@bellatlantic.net'" <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>

THE WASHINGTON FAX
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24,2004

Open, collaborative research models can avoid intellectual property
problems, Duke's Rai says

Biomedical research approaches modeled on the qnalities ofthe open source software movement can avoid problems
associated with having intellectual property rights on research products, such as increased transaction costs, Duke
University Law School professor Arti Rai maintained at a Health Policy Forum hosted by Duke March 19.

The forum, co-hosted by Sen. Elizabeth Dole (R-N-C) and Rep. David Price (D-N.C), examined the impact of
intellectual property rights on the innovation process. Rai discussed her research on the ways open, collaborative
research production processes -- such as distributed genome database annotation efforts, the Human Genome Project, the
Haplotype Map Project and the Alliance for Cell Signaling -- work in biomedical research.

Characteristics of these kinds of research approaches include promotion of free and innnediate access to data and
receiving contributions from a coordinated, decentralized network of researchers.

Rai explained the movement toward open and collaborative research efforts seems to be driven by the increasing
prevalence and importance of computational biology, where work canbe divided, completed remotely and integrated
later, as well as systems biology, which requires multiple groups to tackle research problems too complex for a single
laboratory.

Patents on biomedical research intellectual property often have been overly broad, the Duke professor said, creating
a situation where innovation may be stifled by the hurdles of securing licenses to perform research in an areawhere
patents are held.

Rai said her research has indicated the "open source" biomedical research approach is "promising" in some areas,
asserting NIH efforts to encourage this type of research production should be supported.

She specifically mentioned the large-scale collaborative research project awards, known as "glue grants," in several
W NIH institutes, for example the National Institute of General Medical Sciences. The grants are intended to supportr collaborative activities and resources for groups of researchers working on the same complex biological problem.

Rai also mentioned the NIH policy reqniring investigators seeking more than $500,000 in funding to include a plan
for data dissemination in their application. A final rule on that policy wasannounced in Febroary 2003, and it went into
effect in October.

In addition to the argument that "open source" research models could avoid patent-related problems, Rai also
commented the open, collaborative model would have other advantages, including increasing overall progress through
enhanced research coordination.

Also speaking at the forum was fellow Duke Law School professor James Boyle, co-director of the university's
Center for the Study of the Public Domain.

Boyle said the last 25 years have seen an "unparalleled expansion" in the scope of intellectual property rights,
through both legislative and judicial action. While he asserted intellectual property systems are needed to promote
innovation when set up in the correct way, Boyle presented a group of "mistaken beliefs" that are weakening the positive
effects ofthe IP rights system.

For example, he warned against moving toward a situation where concepts such as business methods could be
patented. The extension ofIP rights into the realm offacts and ideas is "particularly worrisome" for science, Boyle noted.
"The worst example of this is the increasing tendency to drive intellectual property rights down into the data layer -- the
layer offacts," he said. Boyle cautioned against the wisdom ofallowing patents on gene sequences and criticized current
legislatiou aimed at protecting databases.

The Database and Collections of Information Misappropriations Act (RR 3261) is an "nnparalleled assault on the
idea that IP rights never descend into the realm of facts," Boyle said. The bill has been considered by the House Judiciary .
and Energy and Commerce Committees, but has not seen a floor vote. (see Washington Fax 11126/03b)

The idea that additional property rights necessarily give rise to more prosperityalsois false, Boyle said, explaining
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too much protectionof IP rights could lead to more difficultaccessto the "raw materials" of innovation -
"upstream" data and research tools. Striking a proper balance betweenenough IP rights to promote innovation,but not
too many to stifle accessto upstream tools, is critical, Boyleindicated.

-- Scott C. Jenkins

Carole

Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSRfNIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480-8506 (fax)
latkerC@nigms.nih.gov

3124/2004 10:00AM
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From: Norman Latker (Maureen Adams)
To: ahammer@mit.edu; jaiien@nttc.edu; jon.soderstrom@yaie.edu;
latkerc@beiiatlantic.net; Michaei remington@dbLcom; Norman Latker; Rhardy@cogLedu; sheldon
steinbach@ace.nche.edu
Date: Monday, March 29, 2004 5:56PM
Subject: First Draft - Rebuttal of James Love's March-In Requests

I'm attaching a requested first draft of a rebuttal of James Love's march-in requests to DHHS which in
most part is also a rebuttal of the Tulane Law Review article which serves as the basis for the requests.
Any suggested changes would be welcome either oraiiy or bye-mail.

Norm Latker
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

<jallen@nttc.edu>
"Robert Hardy" <rhardy@cogr-edu>
5/12104 1:32PM
Re: Fwd: Six Reps. Sign letter to Barton on Norvir

Norm Lalker is invited. Any idea who's on Ihe other side?

"Robert Hardy" <rhardy@cogr-edu>
05/12/200412:08 PM

To
<jallen@nttc,edu>
cc

SUbject
Re: Fwd: Six Reps. Sign letter to Barton on Norvir

Joe,

COGR and AAU are the only associations that were asked to testify, at
least that's my understanding.

We will be represented by Andrew Neighbour, who's Associate Vice
Chancellor for Research at UCLA, and Chair of our COGR IP Committee,
believe AAU may be represented by Ted Poler, who's VP for Research at
Johns Hopkins.

Besides our speakers and Sen. Bayh, the only other speaker that I've heard
is the Abbott rep.

Bob

>>> <jallen@nttc.edu>05/12/04 11:50AM >>>
thanks, do you know if any of the university associations are speaking at
the NIH meeting on May 25? In fact, do you have any idea who's speaking
on the other side?

"Robert Hardy" <rhardy@cogr-edu>
05/12/200411:30 AM

To
<jallen@nttc.edu>
cc
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Subject
Fwd: Six Reps. Sign letter to Barton on Norvir

Joe,

Here it is.

Bob

----- Message from "White, Pat" <pat_white@aau.edu> on Mon, 10 May 2004
18:37:09 -0400 -----
To:
"Harpel, Richard" <RHarpel@nasulgc.org>, "Jacob, Richard"
<richard.jacob@yale.edu>, "Crowley, John C." <jcrowley@mit.edu>, "Lyon,
Kamala" <kamala.lyon@ucdc.edu>, "Norsetter, Rhonda D."
<norsetter@bascom.wisc.edu>, "Smith, Toby" <toby_smith@aau.edu>, "Vaughn,
John" <john_vaughn@aau.edu>, "Casey, Kevin" <kevin_casey@harvard.edu>,
"Lokken, Pamela" <Iokken@hilltop.wustl.edu>, <rhardy@cogredu>,
<jon.soderstrom@yale.edu>, "Ellen Smith" <ess9@columbia.edu>
cc:
"Steinbach, Sheldon E." <sheldon_steinbach@ace.nche.edu>,
<Michael.Remington@dbr.com>
Subject:
Six Reps. Sign letter to Barton on Norvir
CoHeagues:

Ellen Smith alerted me to the attached letter on the Essential
Inventions website.

Patrick White
Director of Federal Relations
Association of American Universities
202-408-7500
paCwhite@aau.edu

cc. <njl@browdyneimark.com>
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Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
Office ofIntramural Research
National Institutes of Health
60II Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

The Association ofAmerican Universities is comprised of 60 of the leading research
universities in the United States. We understand that the National Institutes ofHealth is
currently considering two petitions to exercise the "march-in rights" provision of the
Bayh-DoIe Act.

March-in rights are retained by the government only as a means to ensure the prompt
commercialization of inventions that result from federally-supported research and to
prevent companies from slowing, for commercial or competitive advantage, the
development ofnew inventions. Under Bayh-Dole, the government has neither rights nor
a role in the licensing or commercialization of new technologies developed in whole or in
part with federal research support-so long as that commercialization occurs.

To be sure, there are serious issues regarding the accessibility and affordability of
pharmaceuticals, but appealing to the march-in right provision of the Bayh-Dole Act is a
misapplication ofthe statute and would likely have serious unintended and adverse
consequences for future therapeutic development. We respectfully request that NIH deny
the pending petitions.

Sincerely,

-~.'-"-"".
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Dear Dr, Rohrbaugh:

The Council on Governmental Relations (COGR) is an association of 150 of the leading
research universities in the United States and several affiliated hospitals and research
centers. COGR focuses on understanding federal policies and complying with federal
regulations pertaining to sponsored research at universities. Among the most important
policies and regulations of interest to our members are those pertaining to the transfer of
federally funded research results at universities to the private sector under the Bayh-Dole
Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-517; 35 USC 200--212).

The Bayh-Dole Act plays a critical role in enabling university innovations that have been
crucial to U.S. economic growth and competitiveness. Bayh-Dole established the major
mechanism for successfully transferring federally funded research results from the
laboratory to products and services, which benefit all Americans. Bayh-Dole's success is
derived from its consistency with America's commitment to free market principles and
incentives.

Many,studies have demonstrated the phenomenal success ofthe Bayh-Dole Act. For
example, according to an article in the Dec. 12, 2002 The Economist, "The Bayh-Dole
Act of 1980 is perhaps the most inspired piece oflegislation to be enacted in America
over the past half-century ....this unlocked all the inventions and discoveries that have
been made in laboratories throughout the United States with the help of taxpayers'
money ...." The Bayh-Dole Act plays a critical role in enabling university innovations
that have been crucial to U.S. economic growth and competitiveness.

I~

We understand that NIH has been asked to answer recently submitted petitions for
exercise of march-in rights that, according to the authors of the legislation, Senators Birch
Bayh and Robert Dole, are based on a fallacious premise. March-in rights accrue to the
government only for the purpose of ensuring proMPt commercialization offederally
funded inventions and to avoid the possibility of companies stifling the development of
new products. The legislation does not empower the government in any way to influence
or to dictate licensing or commercialization terms for technologies. NIH itself has
confirmed this interpretation (NIH Plan to Ensure Taxpayers' Interests are Protected, July
2001).

NIH may feel challenged to review its long-standing interpretation of the conditions
under which the government may exercise march-in rights. Given the critical role played
by the Bayh-Dole Act in the continuing success ofuniversity technology transfer, COGR
believes that any proposed change to such a long-standing interpretation should be
subjected to searching scrutiny. If this were to become necessary, all stakeholders in the
continuing success of technology transfer from universities should participate fully in the
consideration of the scope of government march-in rights to ~l\sure that the public-private
partnership in innovation is maintained.

COGR is concerned that a substantial reinterpretation of the Bayh-Dole's march-in
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provisions could undermine the ability ofuniversities to make their federally funded
technologies available for public use. Any such change in march-in authority or in
expanding their exercise by government agencies could result in the loss of the very
delicate balance of rights and obligations between the three partners - government,
universities and industry - which has been the basis for the success of this legislation.
History has proven how important incentives are for encouraging technology transfer
from the universities. It would be ironic, indeed, if a change in the current understanding
of march-in rights were to impair the dissemination of, and public benefit from, university
research results.

For these reasons, COGR urges the NIH to make a strong statement in support of the
proper exercise ofmarch-in rights as stated by Senators Bayh and Dole, which was
recently reconfirmed in their letter dated April I 1,2002 in the Washington Post. NIH
surely is aware of the importance of the Bayh-Dole Act to public-private partnerships in
innovation. We see no reason to tamper with this proven platform for promoting
government investment in discovery and its application for public use and benefit.

Sincerely,

"'~"

Lu ,.
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Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
Office oflntramural Research
National Institutes ofHealth
60 II Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

On behalfofthe American Council on Education ("ACE") and the National Association
of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges ("NASULGC"), two of this country's leading
associations of institutions of higher education, we are writing to share our views about a petition
filed by Essential Inventions, Inc. (Mr. James Love, President) ("Essential Inventions") to
exercise Bayh-Dole march-in rights to require Abbott Laboratories to lower the price of several
drugs developed from NIH extramural research. Essential Inventions, a non-profit organized
under the laws of the District of Columbia, is organized to "promote the creation and distribution
of essential inventions and other works that support public health, nutrition, learning, and access
to information and cultured life. See <http://www.essentialinventions.org>.

The petition is rooted in the proposition that march-in rights can be exercised to maintain
the accessibility and affordability of an essential medical invention. Neither the plain meaning
nor the public policies that undergird the Bayh-Dole Act permit a march-in based on
affordability. March-in is not a surrogate for government price controls on products that result
wholly or in part from federally-funding. March-in is reserved only for the purpose ofprompt
commercialization offederally-funded inventions and to avoid the possibility of the stifling of
new product development.

The subject of delivering affordable health care to the American public is a serious one,
worthy ofpolicy debate, which is ongoing in the Congress in the context ofMedicare reform and
drug reimportation, Debate about the quality and accessibility of health care is especially
worthwhile when life-saving drugs involving potentially fatal diseases, such as HIV-AIDS, are
involved. However, the Bayh-Dole Act is not the proper forum for this debate. The Act does not
confer regulatory authority on the NIH to impose price controls either globally or on a
case-by-case basis. Nor should the Patent Act, in which the Bayh-Dole Act resides, be used as a
compulsory mechanism for reasonable drug pricing.

Stated differently, the public policy debate is one worthy ofattention. But, the solution is
not a regulatory one within the NIH.

If, per chance, the NIH were to interpret its authority so as to exercise march-in, the
Bayh-Dole Act, one of this country's most successful statutes, would be subjected to a litany of
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unintended consequences. The willingness ofuniversities to request federal funding for research
activities could be chilled. The ability of universities to make their federally-funded technologies
available for public use might be questioned. The necessity for universities to transfer
technology to the private sector for commercial exploitation might be affected. In the final
analysis, the equilibrium between federal funding, university research and private sector
exploitation might be disturbed.

Inshort, the Bayh-Dole Act has become a driving force for successful research activities.
The U.S. economy and the American public have benefited. Any administrative action taken by
the NIH must recognize the success of the Act and its limitations as a price-control mechanism.
We trust that you will do so.

Sincerely yours,

-".".

170\5/063598
DC\40\969\\

Sheldon E. Steinbach
American Council on Education

Richard Harpel
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

>.:.,.
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April 22, 2004

Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office ofTechnology Transfer
Office ofIntramural Research
National Institutes of Health
60 I I Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

On behalf of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
("NASULGC"), the Association ofAmerican Universities (AAU), and the American Council on
Education ("ACE"), we are writing to share our views about the two petitions filed with the
National Institutes ofHealth (NIH) to exercise Bayh-Dole march-in rights to require Abbott
Laboratories to lower the price of several drugs developed from NIH extramural research.

The petitions are rooted in the proposition that march-in rights can be exercised to maintain the
accessibility and affordability of an essential medical invention. Neither the plain meaning nor
the public policies that undergird the Bayh-Dole Act permit a march-in based on affordability.
March-in is not a surrogate for government price controls on products that result wholly or in part
from federal funding. March-in is reserved only for the purpose of prompt commercialization of
federally funded inventions and to avoid the possibility of the stifling of new product
development.

The subject of delivering affordable health care to the American public is a serious one, worthy
of policy debate; it is ongoing in Congress in the context ofMedicare reform and drug
reimportation. Debate about the quality and accessibility of health care is especially worthwhile
when life-saving drugs involving potentially fatal diseases, such as HlV-AIDS, are involved.
But, the Bayh-Dole Act is not the proper forum for this debate. The Act does not confer
regulatory authority on the NIH to impose price controls either globally or on a case-by-case
basis. Nor should the Patent Act, in which the Bayh-Dole Act resides, be used as a compulsory
mechanism for reasonable drug pricing.

If the NIH were to interpret its authority so as to exercise march-in rights, we are deeply
concerned that the Bayh-Dole Act, one of this country's most successful statutes, could be
subjected to a litany of unintended consequences. The ability of universities to make their
federally funded technologies available for public benefit would be undermined, and the
incentive for the private sector to invest in federally funded discoveries would be removed. In
the final analysis, the synergy between federal funding, university research and the private sector
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for product development could be lost.

Dr. Rohrbaugh
Page Two
April 22, 2004

In short, the Bayh-Dole Act has become a driving force for successful research activities from
which the U.S. economy and the American public have benefited. Any administrative action
taken by the NIH must recognize the success of the Act and its limitations as a price-control
mechanism.

Cordially,

C. Peter Magrath
President, NASULGC

CPMlrh

Nils Hasselmo
President, AAU

David Ward
President, ACE


